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1. Introduction
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Introduction

1.1. Purpose of this Document

ColladoCollins

Architects

have

been

appointed

1.2. Description of the Development

by

Creation of a mixed-use quarter comprising the erection of up to 1,340

Plutus Estates (WGC) Limited and Metropolitan Housing Trust to pre-

residential dwellings including 414 (31%) affordable dwellings (Use Class

pare this Design and Access Statement, which accompanies the plan-

C3); 114 extra care homes (Use Class C2); the erection of a civic build-

ning application for the redevelopment of the land at Broadwater Road,

ing comprising 494 m² of health (Use Class D1), 494 m² of community

known locally as the former Shredded Wheat Factory site.

use (Use Class D1), 1,232 m² of office (Use Class B1) and 646 m² of retail (Class A1/A2/A3/A4/A5); alterations, additions and change of use of

The purpose of this Design and Access Statement is to provide an over-

Grade II Listed Building and retained Silos to provide 5,096 m² of flexible

view of the design proposal for the former Shredded Wheat Factory site.

business floorspace (Use Class B1), 265 m² Combined Heat and Power

The document reviews several aspects of the relevant context (location,

(Sui Generis), 2,494 m² International Art Centre (Use Class D1), 1,226 m²

planning guidance, precedent designs); it summarises the collaborative

Gymnasium (Use Class D2), 1,576 m² of restaurant/coffee shop/bar (Use

process which lead to the design proposal; and it discusses specific plac-

Class A1/A3/A4/A5), Creche/Day Nursery of 644 m² as well as a Network

es and buildings within the application site, offering some details and

Rail TOC Building of 364 m²; plus associated car parking, access, land-

principles for further design work.

scaping, public art and other supporting infrastructure.

The legacy of Welwyn Garden City as a planned environment and the
prominent, gateway location of the Shredded Wheat factory site within
it accentuates the need for a striking, landmark development for the
town. Having been informed by a thorough consultation process and design legacy, this proposal is the first step in an effort to establish a new,
thriving community within Welwyn Garden City; to enrich the town with
new, active and inviting places; and to lay out an inspiring vision for the
future of the site, at the turn of WGC’s first century.
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1.3. Design Brief and Objectives

ColladoCollins

The proposed scheme builds on the knowl-

connections to the town centre and sur-

and

edge accumulated for previous proposals, yet

rounding areas – including the pedestrian

Metropolitan Housing Trust to review the hy-

its design brief is inspired by new ideas and

brid planning permission scheme produced by

objectives as well as by previously established

EPR Architects (the consented scheme), and

principles:

dating activities and services such as employ-

to formulate a new proposal (the proposed

·· To transform the Shredded Wheat Factory

ment space, health and fitness, community

scheme) that responds to the limitations of the

site into a vibrant new destination with a dis-

services, and the Train Operating Company

consented scheme while achieving a successful

tinctive character: The Wheat Quarter.

offices.

by

Plutus

have

Estates

been
(WGC)

instructed
Limited

planning outcome for all parties.

·· To restore and re-purpose the original 1920s

The design proposal presented in this docu-

·· To create beautiful, durable, and useful build-

factory buildings.
ment has specifically retained the garden city

ings within an enjoyable setting.

bridge over the railway.
·· To benefit the local community by accommo-

·· To set out a vision for an arts centre and museum, investing in public art to be exhibited
– indoors and outdoors – for the enjoyment
of all.

principles outlined in the Broadwater Road

·· To provide a substantial amount of new

·· To provide new facilities for the benefit of

West Supplementary Planning Document

homes in a range of sizes and tenure types,

the local community, including a new civic

(BRW SPD), and which underpinned the design

including good quality affordable housing.

building that will celebrate the site’s unique

approach for the consented scheme. Building
footprints and landscape design, in particular,
depart as little as possible from the consented
scheme.

·· To create public spaces that are well-connected, safe, inclusive, and enjoyable.

legacy, in time for Welwyn Garden City’s centenary celebrations.

·· To create places with quality and character,
drawing primarily on the prominent location and industrial heritage of the site (hard-

Nevertheless, the proposed scheme differs ma-

scapes, mixed use, civic space) and on the

terially to the consented scheme, most impor-

potential for amenity provision (landscapes,

tantly by increasing the number of dwellings

biodiversity, environmental improvements).

while also significantly increasing the amount

·· To create beautiful and enjoyable new land-

of affordable housing. In addition, the regen-

scapes, including new sensory gardens de-

eration strategy for the community/commer-

signed especially for disabled people.

cial centre of the site – where the listed former

·· To improve the quality, connectivity and ac-

factory buildings sit – has been developed and

cessibility of existing routes and infrastruc-

refined.

ture, with a focus on east-west routes and

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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1.4. Development Team
Plutus Estates (WGC) Ltd and ZM Land & Capital Ltd
Plutus Estates (“Plutus”) is a private investment company and funding partner for ZMLC.
ZMLC/Plutus have successfully funded projects
together over a number of years, including
the recent acquisition of a 3.5 acre site in Rye
from J Sainsbury/Tesco Stores and a 6.8 acre
site in Braintree from J Sainsbury, and further
schemes in Welwyn Garden City and Hertford.
ZM Land & Capital (ZMLC) sources and purchases pre-planning development opportunities

Allied Domecq Brewery, St John Street, London EC1.

Royal Mint Gardens, London E1. New 700,000 sq.

and oversees best-in-class consultant teams to

500,000 sq.ft. of mixed use accommodation

ft. mixed use development above Network Rail

secure planning consents and optimise devel-

train line. Currently under construction.

opment potential. The ZMLC team have delivered over 100 planning consents over the last
15 years and established partnerships with a
range of institutions and government agencies,
including: Allied Irish Bank, Lloyds/HBOS, Defence Estates and Network Rail.
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Eversholt Street, London NW1. 112,000 sq.ft. office

Farringdon Road, London EC1.

building adjacent to Euston Station.

28,000 sq.ft. of mixed use accommodation.

Introduction

Metropolitan Housing Trust
Metropolitan is one of the UK’s leading providers of affordable housing and care and support
services. The Trust owns and manages a large
portfolio of nearly 38,000 homes, providing
services to more than 71,000 customers across
London, the East Midlands and the East of
England.
Metropolitan has an ambitious development
pipeline and is on track to deliver new homes
at a rate of 1,000 a year.

Times Square (former Rank Xerox site)

Stonebridge Park, London.

refurbishment and new build, Welwyn Garden City.

Metropolitan maintains and manages existing
dwellings in Welwyn/Hatfield and is committed to increasing its presence in the district.
It is currently developing over 500 new dwellings on the former Xerox campus, now Times
Square, with substantial affordable provision.
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1.5. Design Team
Collado Collins Architects
Since its formation in 2004, ColladoCollins has
embraced the challenges of complex mixeduse design to create successful buildings and
urban environments. ColladoCollins secures
planning permissions through openness, sensitivity and tenacity to produce commercial
schemes that are deliverable.
The practice operates across several sectors,
combining a strong design ethos with sound
technical strength through every stage of the
design process. Unlike many firms who specialise in one particular area, ColladoCollins'
unique approach ensures that its designs are
informed by experience across a wide range of
schemes.
ColladoCollins brings a unique approach to the
process of designing and developing buildings,
combining a full understanding of the commercial challenges faced by clients with a sensitive,
sustainable work method. ColladoCollins works
to ensure every building it designs perfectly fits
its surrounding area in an environmentally conscious and visually arresting way.
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Selected Work

Bath Press

Hillingdon Gateway

Brook Green

Location		

Bath

Location		

LB Hillingdon

Location		

LB Hammersmith

Client		

Spenhill

Client		

Meyer Homes

Client		

Westerland Real Estate

Contract Sum

£50m

Contract Sum

£73.4m

Contract Sum

£30m

Status		

Planning Consented

Status		

Planning

Status		

Completed

Composition

244 Residential Units

Composition

377 Residential Units

Composition

83,000 sq.ft. refurbishment

			

15,000 sq.ft. Commercial

			

4,600 sq.ft. Retail

			

56,000 sq.ft. new offices

			

3,600 sq.ft. Offices

Listing		

Grade II

The site is located in the City of Bath. It is cur-

Despite a prominent location in Hillingdon and

The former Ford Motor Company garage along

rently occupied by the former premises of the

excellent transport links – next to Hillingdon

Shepherd’s Bush Road will be adapted to a new

Bath Press, built in various phases from 1889

station and the M40 – the site has been derelict

use, adding three new floors to the Grade II

to 1970, now vacant since 2007. It is proposed

after the Master Brewer hotel was demolished

listed building housed in a striking glass dome.

to retain some of the most iconic elements of

in the early 2000s. In 2016, Meyer Homes took

The design comprises over 115,000 sqft of

the building such as the main historic façade

over the site from Tesco and set a project brief

office space across six floors and proposes

and the chimney.

calling for an intelligent design that responded

the creation of a unique, high quality office

to the sensitivities of the site, the surrounding

space that incorporates contemporary design

The proposals comprise 244 dwellings, 15000

area, and the local community, where there is

elements.

sq.ft of commercial space and a total of 207

a lack of affordable housing. ColladoCollins’ de-

parking spaces.

sign complements the existing interbellum and

The design adds 50,000 sq.ft of new office ac-

post-war housing stock and balances the needs

commodation above the existing building, and

of the local population with current London

is a contemporary take on an historical prec-

standards for building density, housing design,

edent using modern diagrid technology.

accessibility, and car parking.

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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Bradley Murphy Design
BMD is a landscape architectural practice
founded and led by Laura Bradley and Ryan
Murphy. We have a proven track record in designing and delivering high quality landscape
and public realm for large-scale residential
developments from inception through to
completion.
Landscape is an evolutionary process shaped
by the relationship between people and place.
We believe that our role as landscape architects is as guardians of existing landscapes
and as champions for the creation of new,
high quality landscapes and public realm. Our
placemaking approach is informed by an iterative, contextual design process that focusses
on realising design vision and delivering places
of enduring quality.
Our landscape-led approach to masterplanning creates added value by finding the right
balance between spaces and built form, to
create places where people love to live. Green
Infrastructure is integrated at the heart of the
masterplanning process and forms an essential
part of our placemaking design approach. We
are passionate about facilitating the sharing of
new ideas and developing new methods of collaborative working to explore what landscape
can do for people and place.
BMD was commissioned in 2013 to lead the
public realm and landscape design working
with the wider design team to develop the detail of the masterplan, ensuring a landscape-led
approach to the shaping of the development.
BMD are delighted to have been retained in
the continued evolution of this unique development on the former Shredded Wheat site.
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Peruvian Wharf

Tolworth

London Road

Location: London

Location: London

Location: Hounslow

Client: Galliard Homes

Client: Meyer Homes

Client: Meyer Homes

Status: Planning

Status: Planning

Status: Starting construction

Composition: 950 Residential Units

Composition: 300 Residential Units

BMD B2was commissioned in 2015 working

BMD was commissioned in 2016 to produce

BMD was commissioned in 2015 to prepare

alongside EPR architects to produce the land-

site wide proposals for the former industrial,

landscape and public realm design proposals

scape design proposals for a primarily residen-

brownfield Toby Jug and former Ministry of

for a residential development of c.350 contem-

tial development located in the Thameside

Agriculture site adjacent to Tolworth train sta-

porary duplexes, apartments and commercial

West area, delivering c.1000 homes.

tion. The proposals comprise c.950 units mixed

retail on London Road in Hounslow.

1

C2

G

C1

Composition: 950 Residential Units
F2

B1

use development structured in a sequence of

F1

The proposal consists of a high quality resi-

streets and spaces with varying and contrast-

This exciting scheme drew on Woonerf prin-

dential-led, mixed use development with a

ing characters.

ciples, encouraging the use of mews streets

well-connected public realm integrated into a

as social spaces through the introduction of

unique townscape. The landscape proposals

The concept for the appearance of the scheme

shared surfacing, integrated play, trees and

help to define a stronger site identity and land-

draws from a number of influences including

feature planting.

scape character that responds to the context

the defensive characteristics of medieval hill

of the local area and contributes to the de-

towns in response to the environment condi-

Mews streets were combined with a sequence

velopment ’s sense of place. Despite the chal-

tions of the A3 corridor. The landscape vision

of publicly accessible spaces and commu-

lenges presented by the current industrial con-

for Tolworth focuses on the creation of a place

nal gardens at ground & podium level to de-

text, the Peruvian Wharf masterplan proposal

that fosters sustainable and lasting social,

liver interconnected green space across the

maximising the opportunities that the vacant

physical and environmental connections with

development.

brownfield site offers, becoming an integral

neighbouring communities and the wider

part of the Thameside West vision.

townscape and landscape context.

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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Iceni Projects: Town Planning

Entran: Transport, EIA

Iceni is a town-planning led, multi-disciplinary consultancy. Currently in

Entran is an independent environmental and transportation consultancy

its 12th year, Iceni has recently expanded its regional presence beyond

with specific abilities and expertise in traffic engineering, transportation

its Central London base through new offices in Glasgow and Manchester.

planning, environmental impact assessment, air quality and noise as-

Iceni is a modern, forward-thinking consultancy, partly reflected by the

sessments and monitoring. Entran was formed in 2005 on the premise

age of its team, but more relevantly, by its mind-set. Iceni is naturally

of providing the highest quality advice, solutions and services to suit in-

attracted to complex and strategic scale developments that have the

dividual clients’ needs and to provide high quality advice throughout the

potential to achieve positive transformational change to communities,

development lifecycle.

with homes, jobs and infrastructure delivered in tandem to create new
sustainable development. The team considers itself ideally placed to for-

Entran has offices in Bristol and London and is the retained transport

mulate these projects and secure successful planning outcomes.

and environmental consultancy to numerous national firms and institutions operating across all sectors including, retail, residential, education,

Iceni has extensive casework experience in Welwyn Hatfield and Hert-

leisure, heath, and energy.

fordshire. It has secured a major employment land allocation on the
eastern edge of Welwyn Garden City through the draft Local Plan and

Entran has specific experience in developing multi-modal access strate-

is promoting numerous schemes for residential and mixed-use develop-

gies and assessing the transport effects and traffic impacts, as well as

ment across the County. Iceni's team is fully conversant with parking re-

the environmental effects of major new developments and regeneration

quirements, design policies and the approach of both Welwyn Hatfield

projects.

District and Herts County to Planning Obligations from successfully promoting these projects.

Relevant recent projects include:
·· Bracklesham Bay (West Sussex) – 1,000 houses, new school, Park and

Iceni’s project of greatest relevance to the subject proposal is the re-

Ride – Means of access/movement strategy to support LP allocation.

development of the former GlaxoSmithKline and Lyons Bakery site at

·· Keybridge House (LB Lambeth) – 590 dwellings, retail uses and new

Greenford, West London. Iceni initially secured planning permission in

school – Transport Assessment and Travel Plans.

2014 for 593 new homes and a canal-side leisure hub including a cinema,

·· Medina Yard, Cowes (Isle of Wight) – Town centre regeneration com-

food store, restaurants and cafes. The scheme preserved and restored

prising 535 dwellings plus 18,600 m² non-residential uses (retail, food,

the Grade II listed Glaxo House and included new public space, opening

museum, boat yard, employment) – Transport Assessment, Traffic Im-

up the site for the first time in decades. The site was subsequently sold

pact Assessment, Travel Plan.

to the PRS operator Greystar Europe, who instructed Iceni to revise the
scheme in order to achieve a significant intensification of the amount
of floorspace and transform the site into a PRS-led mixed-use development. In March 2017, Iceni secured planning permission for 1,965 new
homes to create the UK’s largest purpose-built Build-to-Rent scheme.
The similarities between the two projects site are striking, as is the nature of the instruction to optimise the development potential of a major
brownfield site following a previous decision to grant planning permission for a comprehensive development.
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EAME, Decontamination

Louis de Soissons Ltd: Civic Building Architects

EAME is a multi-disciplinary environmental consultancy practice that

Louis de Soissons Architects was founded in the 1920s by Louis E J G De

specialises in providing technical expertise and innovative solutions to

Savoie-Carignan, Viscount d’Ostel Baron Longroy 1890 - 1962, younger

complex and challenging environmental problems. The firm is based in

son of Charles, 37th Count of Soissons.

the UK, Iraq, Kurdistan, Romania and Guyana which allows it to operate globally across a wide range of technical disciplines and industrial

The practice’s first major commission was the design for Welwyn Gar-

sectors. EAME’s Environmental Scientists are a well-established team

den City. Louis de Soissons was appointed Architect for the town in 1920

of environmental consulting professionals whose core members began

and the practice was heavily involved in its development for the next 60

working together over 15 years ago and have remained together as an

years. Other important projects during this time included the Home Of-

integrated team ever since. Mr Steven Rowan (EAME MD) has over twen-

fice and various Duchy of Cornwall private estates in London.

ty-six year’s environmental experience initially as a regulatory officer and
technical specialist for UK Waste Regulation Authorities but for most of
his career, in the private sector as a consultant to many multinational
corporations from all industry sectors. Recent relevant project experience includes the redevelopment of a former coal tar creosote works
(UK), regulatory negotiation associated with a residential development
of a former petrol filing station (UK), and an environmental assessment
of a former illegal waste depository (UK).

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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Sol Environment:
Energy and Sustainability

Meinhardt: Structural/
Bridge Engineering

Orsa: Health and Safety

Sol Environment Ltd is an independent en-

Meinhardt is an international and multi-dis-

Orsa is an independent boutique compliance

vironmental, low carbon and sustainability

ciplinary firm of 4,000+ consulting engineers,

consultancy, specialising in all matters related

consultancy that provides comprehensive and

planners, and managers with a record of de-

to health, safety and environment. Orsa offers

pragmatic advice in relation to commercial,

signing some of the world’s most notable

a broad range of compliance consultancy ser-

residential, and industrial developments. The

buildings and infrastructures.

vices in support of construction and develop-

company's work focuses on Renewable Energy,

ment projects, film production, and day-to-day

Built Environment, Low Carbon Technologies

Meinhardt brings together its local experience

business delivery.

and Environmental Permitting & Planning. Sol

of infrastructure developments with its inter-

also offers a wide range of Corporate Compli-

national infrastructure capability, and offers

Orsa's roots are in construction and the built

ance and Environmental Management services

technical expertise in a range of disciplines;

environment, with experience of small and ma-

for the industrial, commercial and develop-

structures, civil engineering, MEP, rail infra-

jor projects all over the world.

ment sector.

structure, and construction planning. The company's approach is to provide maximum value

The construction industry is aware of the sensi-

Sol Environment specialises in the following

within the risk and programme profiles of the

tivity surrounding health and safety issues on-

services:

major infrastructure operators.

site and its appalling safety record. It is against

·· Planning Sustainability
·· Renewable

Energy

this backdrop that Orsa offers a wide range
and

Low

Carbon

Technology
·· Environmental Permitting and Regulatory
Assistance

Meinhardt's London office provides a hands-

of tailored specialist safety services that can

on multidisciplinary design service, operating

be commissioned individually, or as part of a

across all building sectors on a wide range of

fully integrated package, each designed to add

project types, and focusing on coordination,

value by optimising safety.

·· Verification and Operation Compliance

value and collaboration, delivered via BIM. The

·· Business Sustainability and Environmental

team incorporates worldwide best practice

Management

into its projects.
Selected projects:
·· Peninsula Place. Three tall buildings up to 32
storeys in height, a central glazed shopping
arcade and a deep basement over a live Underground Station. Total Height: 135 metres
(Approximately). Construction Cost: >£800
million. Completion Date: 2022.
·· Camden High Line. A proposal for a disused
railway owned by Network Rail. Total Length:
1,300 metres (approximately). Construction
cost: >£50 million. Completion Date: 2023.
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KMHeritage:
Heritage Advisor

Marengo Communications:
Public Relations

Masons: Planning Solicitors/
Railway matters

KMHeritage provides support on all aspects of

Marengo Communications is an independent

Masons Property Advisers is a multidisciplinary

the historic built environment, advising clients

communications and consultation consultancy

Chartered Surveying Practice established in

as they develop projects, negotiate with local

working for sixteen years in the property sec-

1990. Over that last 27 years it has built up a

planning authorities and English Heritage, and

tor, engaging with stakeholders and local resi-

deep understanding of the property develop-

prepare material to explain and justify propos-

dents on behalf of developers and their agents.

ment process. Masons expertise extends to

als in terms of national and local guidance on

Marengo is a member of the Consultation Insti-

the feasibility assessment of complex schemes,

the historic built environment.

tute and has strict ethical rules of engagement

sustainability, viabilty, planning and ultimately,

and conduct. The company's role is to coor-

delivery. Within this context, Masons provides

KMHeritage has worked on projects for major

dinate and manage consultation and engage-

specialist property-related advice on projects

developments such as significant tall building

ment with local residents, stakeholder groups,

within the Railway environment and has ena-

proposals in London, Manchester, and Leeds.

interested parties and the media. Marengo

bled the delivery of over 4 million square feet

Examples include a successful planning appli-

produces websites, exhibition boards, and the

of development within this challenging and

cation and listed building consent for the com-

majority of correspondence on behalf of its cli-

unique sector of the market.

prehensive conversion of the Royal Mint Court

ents, and often liaises with elected members

site into an employment-led mixed use de-

from local authorities, other tiers of local Gov-

velopment in the context of the conservation

ernment, and Parliament.

area, the setting of the World Heritage Site and
the setting of nearby listed buildings; and support for the redevelopment of sites and conversion of various Grade II and Grade II* listed
former mill and warehouse buildings within
the Ancoats Conservation Area in Manchester.

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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2.1. Historical Background
Garden City Principles
In 1898, the English reformer and urban plan-

founded on land value capture and the con-

Howard’s vision for this new way of living at-

ner Ebenezer Howard published To-morrow:

trol of core utilities;

tracted enough financial support to found

A Peaceful Path to Real Reform (re-printed

·· Strong political support and leadership, with

Letchworth, the first Garden City. Construction

in 1902 as Garden Cities of To-Morrow). The

firm commitment to a clear vision and com-

work began in 1903 under the stewardship of

munity participation;

Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker, whom How-

book described Howard’s vision for the ‘Garden City’: "to bring the best elements of both
urban and rural life together into a new, revo-

·· A suitable body to manage community assets

ard trusted to implement his vision.

over the long term;

lutionary way of living". This concept is illus-

·· Mixed-tenure homes and housing types, with

After construction started in 1920, Welwyn

trated in Howard’s famous ‘Three Magnets’

the majority of homes genuinely affordable;

Garden City was the second and last true Gar-

diagram, which lists the perceived advantages

·· A full range of employment opportunities

den City to be built in England to this date. As

and disadvantages of ‘Town’ and ‘Country’ –

within easy commuting distance of homes;

was the case with Letchworth, Howard’s Gar-

the traditional living environments depicted by

·· Beautifully and imaginatively designed, high-

den City principles were implemented by an-

two magnets. The third magnet, ‘Town–Coun-

quality homes with gardens, combining the

other person – this time the architect Louis de

try’ has all the combined benefits of the two

best of town and country living to create

Soissons.

traditional, yet diverse models of living, but

healthy living environments;

none of their disadvantages (such as the over-

·· Development that enhances the natural envi-

crowded living conditions of towns or the poor

ronment, providing net biodiversity gains and

social facilities and lack of job prospects of the

using zero-carbon and energy-positive tech-

country).

nology to ensure climate resilience;
·· Strong cultural, recreational and shopping

The intention of blending the best of both city

facilities in walkable, vibrant sociable neigh-

and country into a new way of living was the

bourhoods; and

basis of the Garden City, whose key character-

·· Integrated and accessible transport systems,

istics, as formulated by Howard, included:

with walking, cycling and public transport de-

·· A fair distribution to the community of the

signed to be the most attractive forms of local

profits that result from new development,

20
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Diagram No.1: The Three Magnets (in Ebenezer Howard, To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform. 1898, Swan Sonnenschein & Co.)
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Welwyn Garden City Planning History
Louis de Soissons was born in French Canada

under the provisions of the Building and Other

To the west and north of the town centre were

in 1890. He trained at the Royal Academy and

Regulations in Force on the Welwyn Garden

residential districts, and to the east of the rail-

at the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris. In April

City Estate of 1923. Welwyn Garden City Lim-

way line were areas reserved for industry and

1920 he was appointed as the principal archi-

ited successfully controlled the appearance of

business, beyond which were further areas of

tect and planner for a new Garden City for 40-

the town, and built about 40% of the buildings.

housing. The industrial area was beside the

50,000 inhabitants.

London and North Eastern Railway (LNER) and
The new Garden City was to be self-sufficient

the branch line to Hertford which swept north-

His employer, Welwyn Garden City Limited,

– a carefully planned settlement combining

eastwards (now closed). The fairly level land

had been formally established as the own-

industry and agriculture into a distinct whole;

close to the railway was recognised as the best

er and developer of an 2,378 acre estate in

a self-contained community with an industrial

site for industry. Most of the factories were

Hertfordshire.

area providing jobs in ‘clean’ manufacturing

eventually located along Broadwater Road,

industries.

which stretched in the north-south direction.

sion. To deliver it, he set up a practice – the

This self-containment was meant to prevent

Since the introduction of Permitted Develop-

Louis de Soissons Partnership – with George

the town becoming merely a dormitory town

ment rights, Welwyn Garden City's industrial

Grey Wornum, with whom he presented a

for London. The limits on its growth were ulti-

area is undergoing an important transforma-

master plan for the new city in June 1920.

mately set by the surrounding green belt and

tion – from a predominantly industrial, com-

Welwyn was de Soissons’s first major commis-

any trees already in the landscape were re-

mercial zone to a mixed use, active part of the

Louis de Soissons and the partnership were

tained in the initial plan. A follower of Garden

town. At the heart of this transformation, the

actively involved in Welwyn Garden City’s plan-

City philosophy wrote in 1911:

former Shredded Wheat Factory site provides

ning, architectural design and growth for over

‘The object of a Garden City is to draw away

an opportunity for a new vibrant place east of

60 years. The development company – Wel-

from overcrowded localities or to intercept

the town centre.

wyn Garden City Limited – allocated land for

the ever increasing flow from the country by

industrial and business purposes, as well as for

establishing new industrial towns in the coun-

privately owned houses, granting leases with

try: towns which shall always stand in their belt

restrictive covenants. De Soissons had total

of agricultural land’ (Sir Ralph Neville, ‘Garden

control of the plan of Welwyn Garden City – all

City and Garden Suburb’, in Garden Cities and

plans of buildings had to be submitted to him

Town Planning, n.s. Vol. 1, No. 1 (1911).
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Welwyn Garden City master plan. Drawing by Louis de Soissons.
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History of the Application Site
The first company to occupy a site in Welwyn

Wheat Family’. The company believed that ‘all

dios and was the production site of many sup-

Garden City’s new "Factory Area" was Ar-

food for human consumption should be manu-

porting features as well as independent films.

chibald D. Dawnay & Sons Ltd, construction

factured under the most rigid sanitary condi-

engineers and structural steel fabricators, who

tions and amidst surroundings that are cleanly,

After the film studios closed, the site was used

took a site near Hunter’s Bridge (a bridge over

healthy and pleasant’. Welwyn Garden City was

as a warehouse by Ardath Tobacco and later by

the railway). They were soon followed by the

chosen as ‘more nearly conforming to these

Polycell, until the facilities were abandoned,

American Shredded Wheat company, which

ideals than any of the other sites offered’.

purchased by Tesco, and demolished in 2009,

leased seven acres just to the south in an ex-

in preparation for new development.

cellent position, directly adjacent to the rail-

Welwyn Garden City was intent on attracting

way lines.

British industries, and offered the southern
part of the application site to British Instruc-

Shredded Wheat was attracted to the town for

tional Films on favourable conditions soon af-

several reasons – the close proximity to Lon-

ter the opening of the Shredded Wheat factory.

don, without the ‘smoke, grime and fog, that
London is apt to indulge in’; and the conveni-

Welwyn Studios was built for British Instruc-

ence of getting ‘suitable railway siding accom-

tional Films and later taken over by British

modation for receiving goods to other parts of

International Pictures. Having started in the

the country’ (Hertford Local Studies Library,

silent-movie era, the studios were converted

Industry Moves Out (n/d), p.19).

to make sound films shortly after their opening in 1928. Welwyn Studios pioneered sound

Equally important to the location near the

cinema in Britain.

railway was a healthy environment where the
factory workers could profit from all the social

The facility operated between 1928 and 1950

and economic benefits of ‘the happy Shredded

It served as an overflow facility for Elstree Stu-

24
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Aerial view of the original Shredded Wheat factory buildings circa 1928

Signage facing the railway

Production Hall – original east elevation

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·

Production Hall interior
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2.2. Wider Context

Welwyn Garden City today is a town with a
population of 116,000 (ONS estimate mid-year
2014) and a strong commercial base. Companies such as Ocado, Roche, Tesco, and Xerox
are based there. HSBC has a high-security global data centre in Welwyn. The A1(M) motorway
and the Great Northern railway provide fast
connections to Central London (20-25 minutes
to King’s Cross, for a 40km distance), as well as
to Cambridge and the North. Other trains connect the town with local stations through the
north London suburbs. London Luton Airport is
13 miles away, London Stansted 30 miles, and
London Heathrow 33 miles away – all are easily
accessible from Welwyn. Other local destinations for employment and housing – besides
London – are within short drives, particularly

Above: View of Howardsgate, one of the primary boulevards in the centre of Welwyn Garden City.

St Albans and Stevenage.

Opposite page: Welwyn Garden City in the local Hertfordshire and Greater London context.
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2.3. Local Context
Welwyn Garden City and the Application Site Today
Despite substantial growth around the industrial areas and the construction of the Howard
Centre shopping mall in the 1980s, Louis de
Soisson’s master plan for Welwyn Garden City
can easily be recognised, especially in the city’s
commercial centre.
The original zoning also remains, with the railway still separating the industrial areas from
the residential areas around the Parkway. This
means that the Peartree neighbourhood, east
of the railway, remains noticeably separated
from the city centre and from the residential
areas west of the railway. The application site
lies just east of the railway – along the separa-

Above: The application site lies along the railway which separates the residential areas on the

tion line – and so presents an opportunity to

west from the industrial zone on the east; the Peartree neighbourhood is currently separated

improve the connectivity between two cur-

and could be connected to the city centre through new routes through the site.

rently separate parts of Welwyn Garden City.

Opposite page: Welwyn Garden City local context.
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The Application Site in Context
The application site, located on Broadwater

The recent introduction of Permitted Develop-

Road and visible from the railway, is still well

ment rules facilitated the conversion of non-

known as the factory site of the popular Shred-

residential buildings (such as the former Xerox

ded Wheat breakfast cereal. Previously owned

offices) to residential use, therefore transform-

by Tesco Stores Ltd, it was purchased in 2016

ing the character of certain sectors of Welwyn

by the joint Applicant (Plutus Estates (WGC)

Garden City. A new mixed-use development (in

Limited and Metropolitan Housing Trust), who

accordance with local planning guidance) will

is the current owner.

continue a pattern of change of use in some
formerly non-residential sites. This particular

The application boundary encompasses ap-

location – adjoining the railway station and the

View of Broadwater Road looking north,

proximately 22 acres (89,000 m²) of level

thriving town centre – is potentially very ap-

with the application site on the left.

ground and is composed of two land parcels, to

pealing to future residents and visitors.

the north and south of Hydeway. A short spur
road links to a footbridge that connects the
site to the Railway Station and to the Howard
Centre shopping mall on Howardsgate, which
serves as a gateway to the town centre.

The footbridge linking the site to the railway
station and to the Howard Centre.

Panoramic view of the railway and the
application site, from the footbridge.
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Conservation Area and Listed Buildings
Although the application site is not located

Historic England List Entry Summary:

within a conservation area, it is in close prox-

Grade: II

imity to the Welwyn Garden City Conservation

Date first listed: 16-Jan-1981

Area (see diagram on opposite page), which
covers a large portion of the town centre (to

1925. Architect Louis de Soissons. Two con-

the west of the site) and its residential hinter-

crete ranges, at right angles with links. South-

lands within the ward of Handside.

ern range consists of giant range of cylindrical

View from Parkway (within the conservation

concrete drums 15 bays long with flat oversail-

area) looking towards the site. The Howard

There is a wide separation between the devel-

ing capping with railings right over the whole

Centre is visible in the middle.

opment site and the conservation area, due to

top. Behind this is a plain attic storey with 28

the railway lines with associated sidings, and

plain windows with plain capping over. On one

the Howard Centre’s large bulk, all of which sits

end elevation is a 3 bay projecting tower rising

between the site and the town centre. Never-

just above the main roof level.

theless, the design team has considered the
potential effects of the design proposal upon

At the west end of the range is a 2 bay wing

the conservation area – in particular through

with large windows, the southern bay of 3 sto-

distant views. The potential effect of the pro-

reys and the northern of 4. Flat roofs. Adjacent

View of the former Shredded

posed design on existing views from locations

is a 7 bay, 4 storey block, with large windows

Wheat Factory buildings

within the conservation area are assessed

divided by narrow piers and small scale struc-

within BMD’s Townscape and Visual Impact As-

tural divisions between the storeys, making it

sessment, under separate cover.

almost wholly glass. Flat oversailing capping at
roof level.

As illustrated by the plan on the opposite
page, there are two groups of listed buildings
located within the application boundary or in
close proximity to the site. The listed buildings within the application boundary (near its
northern edge) were commissioned by the
American Shredded Wheat Company and designed by Louis de Soissons. They include the
original Production Hall and the original cluster
of wheat silos built in 1925, all of which have a
Grade II Listing (as do the more recent buildings added during the 1930s and 1950s to support the factory’s growth). All listed buildings
have been vacant since the relocation of Cereal
Partners UK in 2008.
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Former Shredded Wheat
Factory buildings

N

Welwyn Garden City plan showing conservation areas and the development site

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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2.4. Planning Context
Planning History
The site, located to the east of Welwyn Gar-

·· 13,957 m² of office floor space;

·· New build and change of use to include up to

den City town centre, is bisected by Hydeway,

·· 344 residential units (approx.);

850 dwellings, workspace, a healthcare facil-

which stretches east-west. North of Hydeway

·· A retail supermarket (4,646 m²);

ity, a hotel, Class A1, A3 and A4 units and a

is the location of the former Shredded Wheat

·· 800 m² of additional retail floor space

community building;

breakfast cereal factory; to the south of Hyde-

(A1-A5);

·· The demolition of non-original silos and fac-

way the land was used for other factories

·· 1,000 m² of café restaurants; Existing site plan

tory and the refurbishment and change of

and industrial facilities. The site is redundant

·· A 3,225 m² leisure centre;

use of the original silos, Production Building,

and has been vacant since 2008. It is approxi-

·· A 950 m² doctor’s surgery;

Grain Store and Boiler House;

mately 12.7 ha in size (including areas of the

·· A 4,200 m² extra care home;

·· The provision of landscaping to include a lin-

surrounding road network to which works are

·· A YMCA facility of 5,800 m²;

ear park, a Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA),

proposed) and comprises the majority of the

·· A 3,200 m² hotel;

allotments, green walls and a neighbourhood

site described by the BRW SPD. The Former

·· The provision of 909 cycle spaces;

Shredded Wheat factory buildings (including

·· The provision of 1,108 car parking spaces.

the silos) are Grade II listed.

square; and
·· Highway works, to include the widening of
footways and the provision of cycleways to

The application was refused permission in

Broadwater Road and Bridge Road, together

The surrounding area is mixed in use and char-

January 2012 for seven reasons that can be

with works to Hyde Way and the erection of

acter. Broadwater Road stretches along an in-

summarised as follows: Retail Assessment has

a new footbridge from Bridge Road leading

dustrial/office area on the eastern side and to

failed: (1) to demonstrate an adequate sequen-

directly into the scheme.

the north of the site, and along a residential

tial approach to retail development; (2) the

development (the Taylor Wimpey site) abut-

retail store would have a significant adverse

This recent application was consented, but

ting the southern edge of the application site,

impact on investment in and viability of Wel-

the scheme (the Consented Scheme) was not

as well as the large Hertfordshire BioPark office

wyn Garden City town centre; (3) unacceptable

implemented.

and laboratory building to the south west. Wel-

in urban design terms; (4) the proposal failed

wyn Garden City town centre is immediately

to a) make the most efficient use of land for

Following a change of site ownership in 2016,

west of the adjoining East Coast Mainline rail-

housing and b) to deliver the Pall Mall site in

the current application puts forward a new

way, and an existing pedestrian route extends

accordance with the SPD; (5) adverse impact

scheme, based on design principles set forth

across the site via Hydeway.

on highway safety, capacity and free flow of

in the BRW SPD and in the Consented Scheme,

traffic; (6) the over-provision of car parking

while advancing new parameters to ensure

In 2010 proposals were put forward for rede-

for the Tesco store, and the failure to promote

that the scheme is feasible.

velopment of the site, including conversion of

wider sustainable transport measures; and (7)

the 1920s Production Hall to offices, conver-

the failure to meet the minimum car parking

sion of the silos to a heritage centre and café,

standards for the residential units.

and redevelopment of the remainder of the
site (excluding the Pall Mall distribution centre)

In 2015, another planning application was sub-

for a mix of uses in total comprising:

mitted, for a scheme that included:
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Design Guidance
Regarding planning policy, the application site

·· To use the industrial heritage as a cue

The following documents have been taken into

(and other adjoining sites) are covered by the

for form, character and identity - re-use

consideration for the design of the master plan

Broadwater Road West Supplementary Plan-

listed structures and ensure sympathetic

and general layout of the residential and com-

ning Document (BRW SPD), adopted by Welw-

development;

mercial elements:

yn and Hatfield Borough Council in December

·· To explore innovative and sustainable uses

2008. The BWR SPD sets out a vision for the

drawing on the natural, infrastructure and

site and key objectives as follows:

spatial assets of the site;

‘To deliver an energetic and pioneering scheme
of development which integrates the spirit of

Design Guidance, February 2005.
·· Secured by Design. Homes, February 2016

·· To create urban grain capable of supporting

·· Welwyn Hatfield District Local Plan adopted

appropriate uses while reflecting the town

2005 and emerging Welwyn Hatfield District

centre morphology;

Local Plan 2017

the garden city with the very best of high qual-

·· To consider accommodating large scale uses

ity 21st century design, seizing the opportunity

which would best be located near the centre

to enhance the local environment and create

as the opportunity to do this is unlikely to

a sustainable, supported neighbourhood of

·· Welwyn Hatfield District Plan. Supplementary

arise again;

an appropriate scale, which successfully inte-

·· To support live-work proximity;

grates with the local community.’

·· To define the amount of employment land/
floor space that should be provided for;

This vision is based on the following objectives:

·· To enhance biodiversity.

·· To create a sustainable neighbourhood with
an appropriate mix of uses for its central

This Design and Access Statement aims to ar-

location;

ticulate a feasible vision and design for the ap-

·· To establish strong connections between the

plication site, reflecting and building upon the

east side of town, the site, and through to the

vision and objectives set out in the BRW SPD

town centre;

masterplan.

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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2.5. Consented Scheme Summary

In 2015, Spen Hill Developments Ltd (then the
owner of the site) submitted a planning application for the redevelopment of the former
Shredded Wheat Factory site. The scheme,
which was consented, proposed:
·· New build and change of use to include up to
850 dwellings, workspace, a healthcare facility, a hotel, Class A1, A3 and A4 units and a
community building;
·· The demolition of non-original silos and factory and the refurbishment and change of
use of the original silos, Production Building,
Grain Store and Boiler House;
·· The provision of landscaping to include a linear park, a Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA),
allotments, green walls and a neighbourhood
square; and
·· Highway works, to include the widening of
footways and the provision of cycleways to
Broadwater Road and Bridge Road, together
with works to Hydeway and the erection of
a new footbridge from Bridge Road leading
directly into the scheme.
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3.1. Summary of Consultation Process

The consultation process consisted of several

16 November

Other meetings also took place with interested

initiatives aimed at ensuring that residents

Site visits hosted by the Applicant’s represent-

stakeholders and consultees including Cereal

living near the site and other key stakehold-

atives, attended by Councillors: Roger Trigg,

Partners, Digswell Arts Trust, Gardening for

ers were aware of the emerging scheme, and

Harry Bower, Malcolm Cowan, Lynn Chester-

Disabled Trust, Hatfield House, Oaklands Col-

that they had an opportunity to express their

man, Alan Chesterman, Mike Larkins, and Jill

lege Students’ Union, Resolve, University of

opinions, comments, and aspirations. The ini-

Weston.

Hertfordshire, the Welwyn Garden City Cente-

tiatives included:
·· immediate and near residents and stakeholder mailing,

nary Foundation and the Welwyn Garden City
22 and 23 November

Heritage Trust.

Public exhibition held at the Howard Centre,

·· project website,

attended by more than 440 residents, stake-

Many topics were covered during these consul-

·· public exhibition,

holders and councillors. 107 visitors returned

tations, from the provision of office space for

·· site visits,

feedback forms.

start-up companies through matters relating to

in addition to pre-application meetings with
WGC planners.

youth and community culture, and the provi23 November

sion of an art hub and associated galleries.

Site visits hosted by the Applicant’s repreConsultation timeline

sentatives, attended by Councillors: Will Davis,

The current proposal has evolved to encapsu-

02 October

Shaun O’Reilly, Lesley Mardell, Elahe Taylor.

late a long history of research, design itera-

Public presentation to Committee Members as
part fo the Development Consultation Forum.

tions, and planning consultations. It assimilates
29 November

important parameters from the Consented

Site visits hosted by the Applicant’s represent-

Scheme and from the BRW SPD’s Masterplan

10 November

atives, attended by Councillors: Patricia Mab-

Framework, while embodying a new design

Invitations to public exhibition sent by mail

bott, Mandy Perkins, Helen Bromley.

brief focused on feasibility and the value of the

4,770 local households. The invitations adver-

public realm. Its main aim is to describe a fea-

tised a dedicated website (www.thewheat-

7 December

sible development that will enrich and enliven

quarter.co.uk) with information about the

On-site meeting with Sheila Stones, Historic

Welwyn Garden City, and to set basic principles

emerging proposal and online feedback forms.

Buildings and Areas Adviser at English Heritage.

for design quality to be further developed.

15 November

15 December

Site visits hosted by the Applicant’s representa-

Site visits hosted by the Applicant’s representa-

tives, attended by Councillors: Steve Roberts,

tives, attended by MP Grant Shapps.

Stephen Boulton, Helen Beckett, Bernard Sarson, Jonathan Boulton, Terry Mitchinson, and

15 December

Barbara Fitzsimon.

Meeting with Peartree School.

Opposite page: exhibition boards shown at the
Howard Centre on 22 and 23 November 2017.
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Welcome

Why are we creating
new plans?

Welcome to today’s exhibition regarding the former
Shredded Wheat Factory. Please take a look at the
information we have provided on these exhibition boards
and speak with a member of the team, who will be happy
to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you.

We believe the site can deliver more for local residents
including; affordable housing, sustainable employment, an Art
Hub, Museum, Wellness Centre, Public Art and a new community
building. We look forward to working with the Centenary
Foundation to support the delivery of their vision.

Who are we?

We are determined to echo the original principles on which
Welwyn Garden City was founded – combining the benefits of
healthy living with industry.

ZM Land and Capital and
Plutus Estates (WGC) Ltd
ZM Land and Capital are the development manager for Plutus
Estates (WGC) Limited the owners of the Former Shredded
Wheat Factory site. ZM Land and Capital has over 30 years’
experience in the successful delivery of complex mixed use
development projects.

We are proposing to increase the amount of homes,
including most importantly affordable homes, as well as create
a new civic quarter and introduce public art. This, together
with a refined strategy for the Listed Buildings and community/
commercial heart, will create a destination in which people
want to live, work and spend their leisure time.

We’re on site

Affordable housing

Many local residents and Councillors have told us how important
it is to get on with this site and start building homes as quickly
as possible. Subject to achieving planning consent in time, we are
hoping to start construction in September 2018.

The previous planning permission was for 850 homes,
of which just 50 were classed as ‘affordable’. This equated
to under 6% of all homes proposed.

In the meantime, we are moving ahead with clearing the site and,
preparing for demolition and the first phase of development.

We are seeking to increase the amount of homes on the site.
Our current plan is to create over 1,400 homes and a
significant increase in affordable housing (circa 30%).

It is very important for the listed buildings to be properly cared
for as they can deteriorate very quickly. We are halting further
unnecessary decay to the listed buildings and carrying out a full
environmental clean.

Whilst we are optimising the development capacity of the site,
we are actually managing to reduce the storey height on
17 of the 19 buildings across the site, whilst raising the storey
height on just 2 buildings by one extra floor.

Site clearance work has now started and is due to completed by
Spring 2018 so that the land is ready for redevelopment.

We believe this will create a better development for the town.

Metropolitan
Metropolitan is one of the UK’s leading providers of
affordable housing and care and support services. They own
and manage a large portfolio of nearly 38,000 homes,
including 500 new homes which they are delivering on the
nearby Rank Xerox site.

The Site

The Factory
Buildings & Silos
We propose to transform the existing spaces into a
vibrant cultural, commercial, museum & art and leisure hub;
providing a real sense of place and destination to this side
of Welwyn Garden City.
Current proposed uses are:
• Flexible We-Work office spaces
• Café & Bar with Art Studio and Art Spaces
• International Art centre including Permanant Gallery
space, artist venue & space for working / Teaching
/ printing / studios
• Gym / Pool
• Digital Library / Digital & Editing facilities
• Restaurants
• Creche / Nursery
• Projection displays onto the silos
• Large Public Art Installations
• Vintage & Racing Motorbike Museum

The Civic Building

Landscaping & public realm

Louis de Soissons Architects were appointed as architects for
Welwyn Garden City in 1920 and the practice was significantly
involved in the town’s development over the next 60 years.
The practice designed the concrete Shredded Wheat factory.
We have commissioned Louis de Soissons Architects for the
Civic Building to provide a genuine Community Facility linked
to an Alternative Heath Centre.

Public open space comprises just under half of the total area
and making best use of it will be fundamental to successful
redevelopment. We are proposing both formal and informal areas
of green space and urban realm, as well as semi-private open
space such as communal roof terraces for residents.

Concept plan

A public square, allotments, children’s play areas, roof gardens
and a skate park are just a few of the things we are proposing.

Connectivity
Our ambitious plans include refurbishment and improvements
to the current footbridge which connects the Wheat Quarter
to the Railway Station and Town Centre. The works include
refurbishing the structure and walkway, making the bridge fully
accessible for the disabled with the provision of a new passenger
lift, and updating all the lighting across the length of the bridge
from The Howard Centre to The Wheat Quarter.
We are proposing an increase in both parking and cycling
provision across the site. The commercial parking provision
remains unchanged from the previous scheme and the per
dwelling parking ratio will be reduced to reflect the highly
sustainable nature of the site, crucially, residents will be able
to utilise a private electric car club as well as enhanced
levels of cycle provision.

Disabled & Sensory Garden

As part of our masterplanning exercise we have also looked at
pedestrian and cycling routes into, through and around the site
and propose to encourage more environmentally-friendly travel
by introducing more cycling parking spaces.

We are proposing a dedicated space for a disabled and sensory
garden, this will include; raised beds at wheelchair level,
a Chamomile lawn, directional paving for the visually impaired,
a planting strategy incorporating sound, smell and colour.

Next Steps
We are planning to submit a detailed planning application
shortly, but before we do, we would appreciate your feedback.
By submitting a detailed planning application, we would anticipate
starting on site once approval is granted which could make it
possible to start in Autumn 2018.
Please either complete a feedback form,
visit our website www.thewheatquarter.co.uk
or email info@thewheatquarter.co.uk

Involvement

First Pre-application Consultation, August 2017

Residential units

1,491

Affordable housing units

464

Affordable housing quota

31%

Summary of main changes to Consented

north site to optimise the development po-

Scheme:

tential of the site, whilst creating a more ap-

·· Removal of residential block in southeastern

propriate design response to the Listed Build-

corner of south site
·· Retention of residential blocks in same approximate locations as south site masterplan
and within same height parameters

Community use
Car parking spaces

12,858 m²
1,140

ing, elevating residential yield from 357 to
795 units
·· Increase in parking provision across the site,
increase in cycling provision, and provision

·· More efficient and buildable residential

of electric car club vehicles for residents,

blocks to increase south site dwelling yield

through a decrease in the parking ratio per

from 493 to 696 units

dwelling from 1.02 to circa 0.7

·· Reworking of design strategy to the north,

·· An enhanced community core within the

west and east of the Listed Building in the

heart of the development to create increased
public performance space, art uses, museum
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and open top cinema.

Involvement

Second Pre-application Consultation, September 2017

Summary of main changes:
Residential units

1,471

South Site
·· Retention of residential blocks in same ap-

·· More efficient and buildable residential
blocks to increase south site dwelling yield
from 493 to 659 units

Affordable housing units

450

proximate locations as south site masterplan

Increase in parking provision across the site,

and within same height parameters

increase in cycling provision, provision of elec-

Affordable housing quota

31%

·· Removal of residential block in southeastern

tric car club vehicles for residents, through a

corner of south site to create a public square

decrease in the parking ratio per dwelling from

against the listed building.

1.02 to circa 0.7

Community use
Car parking spaces

12,858 m²
1,125
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Third Pre-Application Consultation, November 2017

Residential units

1,453

Affordable housing units

440

Affordable housing quota

30%

At the date of the final pre-application consul-

·· Street frontages

tation, the design brief had been settled and

·· On-street parking

the concept had evolved significantly. The dis-

·· Public art strategy

cussion focused on design progress in general,

·· Connection between railway pedestrian

as well as specific topics such as:
·· Envelope design concept aiming to provide
consistency and variety across the site
Community use

12,348 m²

·· Landscape design strategy and character
zones

Car parking spaces

1,113

·· Landscape design in connection with the use
of the public realm
·· Layout of residential blocks
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bridge and surrounding area

Involvement

Summary of Pre-Application Consultations
The proposed scheme has evolved consider-

preservation strategy, land use, and the palette

The following pages include a summary of

ably over the course of three pre-application

of architectural materials. The main elements

the main issues raised during the pre-ap-

consultations, and reflects many recommenda-

of the landscape design concept – character

plication process, and the design response

tions made during the process.

zones, courtyard spaces – have also been car-

provided.

ried through. Nevertheless, the new developAlthough the proposed scheme is based on

ment brief introduces new ideas and strategies

a new development brief, it builds on impor-

which improve on the consented scheme, for

tant principles that underlie the Masterplan

example: a new art district, sensory gardens

Framework and the consented scheme – par-

designed for the disabled, and a stronger focus

ticularly east-west connectivity, the grid form,

on community facilities in the heart of the site.
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Issue

Key comments

Response

Design approach

Propose clear and coherent al- The masterplan concept is derived from the BWR SPD and from the conternative concept to the con- sented scheme – the emphasis on the east-west connectivity, the grid form,
sented scheme.

the preservation strategy, the land use, and the palette of architectural materials are consistent with the principles previously established. In addition,
the proposed scheme clearly introduces new ideas and strategies such as
arts-based facilities and public spaces, new community uses, sensory gardens with inclusive access, and a significant increase in affordable housing
– which reinforce the urban design principles and underpin the viability of
the proposal.

Hierarchy of public spaces

Improve pedestrian accessibility The east-west link to the town centre and Peartree (via the footbridge and
into the town centre; enhance Hyde Way) is the heart of the proposed scheme. Goodman Square, in the
the quality of experience and middle of this route, is the main public space, where community and retail
safety of the existing footbridge.

uses are concentrated. The refurbished footbridge will be connected to the
new Louis de Soissons Building through a generous deck, and ample stairs
will lead into Goodman Square. The footbridge will thus become part of the
most active and most prominent public space.

Effect on listed buildings and

Allow views of the listed build- The tallest buildings are located along the edges of the site, where sepa-

surrounding context

ings beyond the site, appropri- ration distances guarantee no adverse impact on neighbouring buildings.
ate to their proposed use and The lowest buildings are located in the middle of the site, in deference to
importance.

amenity areas and to the listed buildings. The Visual Impact Assessment
demonstrates an overall impact commensurate with the consented scheme.
The proposed scheme allows new views of the monumental east elevation
of the Production Hall. Distant views of the silos remain unhindered.

Variety of scale and character

Develop building articulation, The architectural design has been developed to enhance the legibility of
heights, typology – across the the character zones. Different types of buildings (varying in height, volume,
site and by building.

and facade design) consistently address different areas of landscape, public
realm, and neighbouring context.
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Issue

Key comments

Building density

Indicate the potential quality of This proposal seeks to maximise the use of a brownfield site adjacent to the
the place.

Response

railway station. Seventeen of the buildings previously consented have been
reduced in height, and only two have been increased by one storey. Several
blocks have been reduced in bulk. Greater density has been achieved across
the site through a combination of measures, including reducing the amount
of family housing and increasing the amount of smaller properties, which is
more befitting of the location and its infrastructure characteristics.

Residential design

Minimise

single-aspect

flats; All flats have balconies and benefit from communal access to landscaped

provide amenity space and ac- semi-private external space. Within the block forms, building heights have
cess to external space; minimise been adjusted to avoid overshadowing, and plan layouts have been optioverlooking and overshadowing. mised to provide as many dual aspect flats as possible.
Street frontages

Provide active ground floor Active ground floor frontages are predominant throughout the site, with
frontages, in particular along po- non-residential uses around public spaces and residential use – including
dium edges.

flats, entrance lobbies, and ancillary spaces – where possible. It is unavoidable that some plant spaces, bin stores, and cycle stores will have ground
floor frontage. Gates to the parking structures are also unavoidable.

Parking provision

Provide better parking than the The proposed scheme includes fewer family dwellings and more smaller
consented scheme.

dwellings than the consented scheme, therefore a decreased projected rate
of car ownership. Parking spaces are being provided at a ratio of 0.7 per
dwelling, based on that projection, and taking into account the type and size
of dwellings provided – as well as the central location and excellent access
to public transport.
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3.2. Public Involvement

Since starting the consultation process, the
Applicant’s Team has been receiving questions and comments, all of which have been
considered and have helped formulate an appropriate response – either in the design or in
the development strategy. Below is a summary
of the main issues raised in consultees’ comments, and the Applicant’s response to each.
Issue

Key comments

Principle of development

Why does WGC need the extra housing?

Response
The Council’s development strategy requires over 10,000 new
homes to be built, the majority of which need to be built on Green
Belt land. The application site is the largest brownfield site in the
district and the most sustainable. Accordingly, density should be
maximised with jobs delivered in tandem to optimise the sustainability of the site and bring a large brownfield derelict site back
to use. These factors have resulted in the site being identified
for comprehensive residential-led mixed-use development in the
emerging Local Plan

Density

Building density appears too high.

We are seeking to maximise the use of this brownfield, extremely
sustainable site adjacent to the railway station. We have reduced
the height of 17 of the buildings previously consented, increased
the height of only two by one storey, and further reduced the bulk
of many of the blocks. Greater densification has been achieved
across the site through a combination of measures, including reducing the amount of family housing and increasing the amount
of studio, 1 and 2 bedroom properties, which is more befitting of
the location and its infrastructure characteristics.
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Issue

Key comments

Infrastructure

Is there existing capacity within local schools The site benefits from the best public transport infrastructure in
/ train services and core town facilities?

Response

the District and is therefore the optimum location to prioritise development. However, the education infrastructure and surrounding parkland is more limited, and consequently, the dwelling mix
has deliberately targeted studio, 1-bed and 2-bed accommodation, aimed primarily at those under 30 and over 55, which the environment and infrastructure best lends itself to accommodating

Parking

Concern about underprovision of parking.

Car parking capacity has been calculated to meet the expected
needs, taking into account the degree of public transport accessibility, the size and tenure of the dwellings, and the projected levels of car ownership. The site has better public transport accessibility than anywhere else in the District and it is certainly possible
and practical to reside in this location without owning a private
car. Accordingly, a resident car club is an intrinsic component of
the development and the residential parking provision is still circa
0.7 spaces per dwelling. Furthermore, the commercial/community car parking provision remains as per the consented scheme.

Affordable homes

The previous proposals only allowed for 8%. We are aiming for a policy-compliant level of affordable housing
How many will you deliver?

(around 30% affordable homes). In comparison with the consented scheme, the higher building density and the more appropriately sized dwellings allow for more affordable homes.

Management and mainte- How will long-term management of public We propose to introduce a management charge to create long
nance

areas be guaranteed?

term sustainability for the site. This will include upkeep to gardens
and buildings.
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Issue

Key comments

Response

Balance of retail, residential How many shops and community facilities do We believe there is scope for some complementary shops and resand public spaces

you propose to build alongside the homes?

taurants / cafes. We do not believe the site should compete with
the Town Centre and instead offer a different approach with art
galleries, the civic building and office space.

The footbridge

Are you going to upgrade it? Will you be in- We are committed to fully refurbishing the footbridge subject to
cluding a lift for disabled access?

Network Rail allowing us to do so. This would involve creating a
new wider stepped access way, installing new lighting and a Equality Act compliant passenger lift.
We have offered to work in collaboration with the Train Operating Company who are looking to upgrade the Railway Station by
March 2019. The upgraded connectivity offered by the bridge is
critical for both the new and existing community.

Construction timescale

Will elements of the site be ready for the Given we have not yet submitted the application, we cannot make
Centenary?

guarantees.
We and our partners want to commence the refurbishment of the
bridge and Listed building together with affordable housing on
the southern site by August/September 2018 to meet Centenary
timelines for 2020.
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Involvement

3.3. Conclusion

Over the course of three formal pre-applica-

·· Provision of community facilities in form of

The public consultation process has met and

tion planning consultations and numerous

a new dedicated Civic Building designed by

exceeded the requirements of the Council’s

other consultations with stakeholders, the pro-

Louis de Soissons Architects which will in-

SCI, and has given the Applicant’s team a full

posed scheme evolved both in terms of design

clude community space, alternative health-

understanding of residents’ and other stake-

and technical quality as well as in response to

care and offices located at the heart of the

holders’ aspirations, concerns, and degree of

stakeholder involvement. Important points of

scheme.

enthusiasm – all of which has been instrumen-

development included:

tal in developing the proposed scheme.
·· Improvements to the layout of the Production Hall, with a focus on the connections

With hundreds of responses and contact de-

with the public realm.

tails logged, there is now a strong platform for
ongoing engagement. The Applicant’s team

·· Revisions to the massing of the residential

welcome the support of approximately 75% of

blocks, focusing on townscape variety and

respondents in favour of the proposed scheme.

legibility.
The Applicant’s team will keep the existing
·· Revisions to the project brief, focusing on
viability.

communication channels open, in order keep
people informed on progress, and enable the
dialogue with stakeholders to continue after

·· Revisions to the leisure offer to include a

the planning application has been considered.

swimming pool, based on the viability of
refurbishing the listed buildings, particularly

For further information, see Statement of Com-

the silos.

munity Involvement, under separate cover.

·· Introduction of public art as an essential element of the public realm, and arts facilities
as new destinations.
·· New concept for sensory gardens, designed
for universal access and enjoyment, with a
focus on disabled users.
·· Emphasis on the monumental facades of the
factory buildings.
·· Much needed improvement works to the
pedestrian bridge linking the station to the
site and community beyond.
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Evaluation

4.1. Garden City Design Principles

The Town and Country Planning Association

The Garden City principles have been inter-

(TCPA), founded by Sir Ebenezer Howard in

preted for a 21st century context, to include:

1899, launched the Garden Cities movement.

·· Land value capture for the benefit of the

It originated Letchworth in 1903 and Welwyn
in 1920, and carries Howard’s legacy of progressive ideas to this day. The TCPA defines a
Garden City as “a holistically planned new settlement which enhances the natural environment and offers high-quality affordable housing and locally accessible work in beautiful,
healthy and sociable communities”.

community.
engagement.

ColladoCollinsArchitects

green infrastructure network and net biodiversity gains, and that uses zero-carbon and

·· Community ownership of land and long-term
stewardship of assets.
are genuinely affordable.

imaginatively

·· Strong cultural, recreational and shopping facilities in walkable, vibrant, sociable

·· A wide range of local jobs in the Garden City
and

energy-positive technology to ensure climate
resilience.

·· Mixed-tenure homes and housing types that

within easy commuting distance of homes.

54

food.
·· Development that enhances the natural
environment, providing a comprehensive

·· Strong vision, leadership and community

·· Beautifully

nities, and including opportunities to grow

neighbourhoods.
·· Integrated and accessible transport systems,

designed

with walking, cycling and public transport de-

homes with gardens, combining the best of

signed to be the most attractive forms of local

town and country to create healthy commu-

transport.

Evaluation

The emerging proposal addresses the Garden City Design Principles within
the context of a 21st century development with increased density.
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Evaluation

4.2. Constraints

Sunlight and Northern Aspect
The site has a roughly rectangular shape, with

214m
Brid
ge R

the long axis parallel to Broadwater Road, at an

oad

Railw
ay

angle of 16 degrees from due north. The long
edges of the site boundary face Broadwater
Road on the east and the railway on the west;
the short edges face Bridge Road on the north

The surrounding education infrastructure

N

needs considerable investment. Consequently,
it is appropriate and necessary to create a new
civic quarter that is aimed at younger as well

Sunset

as older residents, to avoid placing additional
strain on the education infrastructure.

0
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50

100m

dwa
ter R
o

Schools

Broa

420m

ad

and the former Roche site on the south.

Sunrise

Evaluation

Listed Buildings
There are a number of listed buildings and
structures in the northeast of the site. These

Brid
Railw
ay

have been identified as more of an asset than
a constraint, with the buildings being adapted
and altered to enable re-use for employment,

ge R

oad

community and the arts. The scheme has also

ad

been designed to put the Listed Buildings and

dwa
ter R
o

structures at the heart of the development
within the new civic quarter with deliberate
signposting in the public realm to the industrial

Broa

heritage of the site and the retained buildings
Traffic/highway network
The site is centrally located and therefore reliant on the transport infrastructure network
that has been established over the past 100
years. Accordingly, car parking provision has
been reduced with a focus on electric cars and
a resident car club, whilst off-site mitigation
proposed through the previous consent has
been retained and where relevant, modified.
Noise
Vehicular traffic on the surrounding road net-

N

work – Broadwater Road to the east and Bridge
Road to the north – is often heavy, and emits
noticeable levels of noise and pollution in this
area of Welwyn Garden City.

0

50

100m

The railway lines immediately to the west of
the site, which accommodate the fast moving East Coast Mainline, provide an additional
source of significant noise levels.
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4.3. Opportunities

Connections
The success of the masterplan for this impor-

Brid

tant site located within the heart of the town

ge R

oad

Railw
ay

centre was seen from the outset to rely on the
provision of legible connections to the surrounding areas; connections from established
residential areas such as the Peartree neigh-

n

towards a more cohesive and connected town.

ad

jointed parts of Welwyn Garden City together

Tow
n Ce
ntre
Train
Stat
io

dwa
ter R
o

the site would help connect the currently dis-

Connections into adjacent sites, which may be
redeveloped in the future, such as the adjoin-

Broa

bourhood, across Broadwater Road and into

ing Pall Mall site to the west, were also considered in the initial masterplan to facilitate
future development that could be easily and
successfully integrated and connected into the
redevelopment of this site, as called for in the
BWR SPD.
Edges and Active Frontage
Improving the environment of Broadwater

Form
Roch er
e sit
e

Road through considered highways and landscaping design would reduce the perception of

N

the road being a barrier from east to west as
well as drastically improving the environment
of this busy and often inhospitable road. The
site’s prominent visibility from Bridge Road
and from the railway presents further opportunities for improvements on the surrounding
environment through thoughtful urban design.
Gateway Development
There is great potential for a gateway development, given the prominent location, the familiar landmarks, and the existing connection
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Evaluation

to the town centre (through the pedestrian
bridge and Hyde Way).

Brid

ge R

oad

Railw
ay

New Public Realm
The site is large enough to accommodate
new public spaces, activated by mixed-use
development.

Train
Stat
io

amenity space for new residents; beautifully
designed places where the micro communities
of each block will come together, meet and socialise. The initial masterplan provided visual

ad

n

yards will provide communal and private

dwa
ter R
o

Safe, secure and attractive communal court-

Tow
n Ce
ntre

Broa

Courtyards

connectivity between the publically accessible spaces, particularly the linear park space,
and the courtyard gardens, thus engendering
a sense of wider community, belonging and
pride of ownership.
Located within the heart of the site and ‘sheltered’ by the perimeter line of buildings were
proposed a series of interconnected publically
accessible spaces, each with their own dis-

N

tinct character and function within the wider
masterplan.
Sheltered Amenity

0

50

100m

Taller buildings on the site’s perimeter will help
to screen amenity spaces from external noise
and views. Within each building cluster, the
taller elements will be oriented east-west, thus
minimising overshadowing. In addition, the
proportions of the site allow for development
to be sensitively arranged so as to avoid unacceptable impact on surrounding properties.
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4.4. Listed Buildings
Shredded Wheat Factory History
The Grade II listed former Shredded Wheat

The development of the former Shred-

Factory and original cluster of 18 silos have

ded Wheat factory can be summarised in

been a distinctive symbol for Welwyn Garden

three main stages.

City for over ninety years. The factory site,
rectangular in plan, is situated at the northern

1926 - 1928

end of the materplan site and is bordered by

The completion of the original factory

Hunters Bridge, Hyde Way and the main rail-

complex for Shredded Wheat which included

way line that runs through the heart of Welwyn

the production hall, boiler house, eighteen

Garden City. The factory has remained vacant

silos, wheat elevator and garage.

since 2008 when Shredded Wheat moved their
production to Staverton, Wiltshire.
The 1920’s factory was design by the princi-

1937 - 1939

pal architect for Welwyn Garden City, Louis de
Soissons. The factory development has evolved

A new single storey was fixed to the east of the

and expanded over its lifetime, reflecting the

factory and also on the roof of the multistorey

corporate expansion of the former occupiers,

original production hall. The number of silos

Shredded Wheat. The nine buildings within

also increased from 18 to 45. The additional 27

the complex have been constructed over three

storage bins were designed by Louis Wirsching Jnr

distinct periods. This allowed Shredded Wheat

(the Nabisco company architect) which increased

to supply the increasing demand for breakfast

capacity to 8,500 tons. The additional silos were a

foods during the early 20th century.

separate, independent structure to the original 18
silos, but appeared visually to be fully integrated.

The Shredded Wheat Factory was a symbol for
Welwyn Garden City and for de Soissons due to
its revolutionary modern style; a dramatic con-

1950s

trast to the Georgian Arts & Crafts architecture
found elsewhere in the town. The Factory was

From 1941 to 1947 the Government introduced

Shredded Wheat’s first European manufactur-

a zoning scheme which excluded Shredded

ing premises and the design was based around

Wheat from selling in certain areas; limiting

their flagship factory in Niagara Falls. The 3

production. Once this zoning came to an end,

storey complex, excluding the silos, was built

the company steadily increased its market

in a predominantly functional architecture of

share. A large extension on Broadwater Road

painted concrete and rendered walls with Crit-

increased production facilities, but reduced the

tall metal windows. The factory was also one

recreation grounds. In 1957 & 1959 two further

of the first buildings in Britain to be built uti-

extensions were added, improving production

lising the flatslab construction method, a tech-

and providing increased administrative facilities.

nique that had been developed in Europe and
America.
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Aerial view of the original Production Hall, Boiler House, 18 silos, grain elevator, and garages

Aerial view of Welwyn Garden City circa 1941. The Shredded Wheat factory is on the lower left.
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Listed Building Conservation
Production at the former Shredded Wheat Factory ceased in 2008 and was consolidated at
their plant in Staverton, Wiltshire. The complex
has been unoccupied since Shredded Wheat’s
move; this was also when most of the internal
machinery was removed.
Today, most of the site is filled with buildings,
accumulated through the three main phases
of development. Much of the original factory
is hidden behind the later additions. Relatively
recent refurbishment to the 1920’s Factory
buildings led to interior and exterior alterations which have had adverse effects on the
appearance.
In accordance with the Broadwater Road West
SPD, this proposal aims to retain and refurbish

Production Hall

the CPUK silos and block structures. The Consented Scheme included a demolition strategy
focused on the retention of the earliest buildings and removal of several later additions.
This proposal adopts the Consented Scheme’s
demolition strategy with few alterations. Consultations with English Heritage helped clarify
the proposal to retain the original 1920’s buildings: Production Hall, silos, Grain House, and
Boiler House with chimney. The administration
builidings, Manufacturing Hall, and appended
silos all detract from the quality of the original
buildings – as well as the viability of the site for
development – and are subject to consented
demolition.

Boiler House
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Production Hal

Grain House
Boiler House

5
1. Production Hall: west elevation

Administration
Building

1
Production Hall

Grain House

2

2. Grain House and Boiler House: west elevation

Boiler House

Manufacturing Hall

Silos
Silos
Garages

4

3
3. Chimney and silos, with garages in
the foreground: south elevation

Administration
Building

4. Administration buildings: east elevation

Administration
Administration
Production Hall
Hall
BuildingManufacturing
Building

N

5. Administration buildings, with Production
Hall in the background: north elevation
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4.5. Site-Wide Access and Circulation
Existing Connections

New and Enhanced Connections

The site is currently accessible from the west

Because only one east-west connection cur-

On the north, improved connections to Bridge

through a footbridge that connects the How-

rently exists along a distance of circa 430 me-

Road extend along the factory buildings and

ard Centre to the train station and extends over

tres, it is essential to create new east-west links

provide new public spaces appropriate to the

the railway into the site ①, with steps down

through the site – and to reinforce the existing

buildings’ monumental scale, and designed to

to ground level at Hyde Way, which crosses the

one, which is a primary link between the town

expose the Production Hall’s main elevations

site and intersects Broadwater Road on the

centre and the Peartree area.

(east and west), as well as opening a central

east boundary of the site ②. Hyde Way is ac-

plaza ⑤ flanked by the grain silos. Also on the

cessible to vehicles as well as to pedestrians,

New east-west connections will divide the site

North Site, a new access road will be aligned

but is currently a dead-end road (with site ac-

into smaller areas and establish the approxi-

with the main east entrance ⑥ of the restored

cess only). The footbridge-Hyde Way east-west

mate outlines of buildings/blocks. In addition,

Production Hall, making the main entrance vis-

link, which splits the site (into North Site and

new points of access and desire lines will be

ible and accessible from Broadwater Road.

South Site) is the main existing line of access

created. With an average width of 150 metres,

and circulation.

the South Site can accommodate two rows of
building blocks, with a pathway in between. A

On the north, an existing slip road facilitates

new pathway/desire line ④, running north-

vehicular access to the PDW Gates Distribution

south, serves as a central spine, as an exten-

warehouse. A new pedestrian route is to be

sion of new public spaces around the factory

created linking the front of the Production Hall

buildings, and as a link between listed buildings

with Bridge Road and beyond ③.

– the former Shredded Wheat factory and the
Roche building south of the application site.

The South Site is currently fenced-off. There
are no remaining roads or pathways.
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4.6. Site Layout
Permeable Layout
The Masterplan Framework in the Broadwa-

6.12 The proposed urban grain of the site

New development should not, however, simply

ter Road West SPD is based on the principles

should be characterised by large blocks, contin-

replicate existing building mass but relate to

of grid form and permeable layout. It consists

uous building lines and active frontages. Wide

those buildings being retained and the wider

mostly of perimeter blocks arranged in a grid,

streets provide an opportunity for surveillance

surrounding area.

with a diagonal route between the south-

and tree planting which will play a crucial role

east corner of the site and the former factory

in security, micro-climate and street enclosure.

buildings. The subsequent Consented Scheme

The proposed scheme builds upon the principles established in the Masterplan Framework

adopted and developed the layout on the

6.13 Perimeter block forms should predomi-

and developed for the consented scheme. It

South Site, but presented a different layout on

nate and should be based on the layout shown

also fulfills a new development brief and seeks

the North: two perimeter blocks were placed

[...]. The definition between private and public

to improve some aspects of the consented

to the east of the factory buildings (instead of

place should be clear, with frequent activity

design.

a single perimeter block that included the fac-

along front facades supporting a good level of

tory buildings).

animation on to the street.

One of the key objectives set out in Chapter 1

6.14 The existing scale of the built form on the

of the BRW SPD is to “create urban grain ca-

site provides a context for the block sizes and

pable of supporting appropriate uses while

scale to be achieved through redevelopment.

reflecting the town centre morphology”. The
document further indicates that:
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North Site
4.5 ha

South Site
3.6 ha

Application site

Masterplan Framework, from the Broadwater Road West
Supplementary Planning Document (adopted 2008)
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4.7. Character and Typologies

The North and South sites are defined not only

The central pathway and park creates the spine

The area to the west of the factory buildings

by the footbridge-Hyde Way route that cuts

off which all the mews connect and feed off the

faces the railway and is edged by the service

across the site. There is also a natural differ-

naturalistic landscape with abundant planted

road ⑨ off Bridge Road. Here, the building

ence in character: the north site is dominated

surfaces with a generous offering of play areas.

forms imply two rectangular blocks ⑩, ⑪,

by the factory buildings and exposed to the

in each of which two opposing corners have

railway and Bridge Road, whereas the south

On the north site, the size, visibility, and large

been removed. The cutaway corners allow dis-

site is clear of any buildings, separated from

footprints of the retained factory buildings,

tant glimpsed views of the factory buildings,

the railway, and closer to the Peartree residen-

together with the exposure to pedestrian traf-

as well as a permeable landscape that unifies

tial area.

fic (between the train station and Hydeway)

the whole group of buildings. The landscape,

and car traffic (Broadwater Road and Bridge

which consists of several gardens, is raised and

The number and location of new connections

Road) indicates the potential for mixed use

covers a car park at ground level. Because the

(pathways and roads) define the urban grain.

and vibrant civic spaces. A new beating heart

residential buildings, related amenity areas

On the north site, those connections are de-

for both sites is proposed around the Listed

and public gardens are elevated, they are less

termined by the disposition of the factory

buildings which benefit from the existing and

exposed to the railway than if they were placed

buildings ①, ②, ③. On the south, the ar-

refurbished pedestrian bridge that connects

at ground level.

rangement of new connections is determined

Goodman Square and Hydeway into the Town

by functionality (e.g. distance between access

centre on the west side of the tracks.

roads, potential dimensions of building blocks),

Throughout the entire application site, the plan
forms are based on the perimeter block type in

and harmonized with the north site in order to

The existing industrial aesthetic inspires hard

order to achieve the urban grain sought by the

ensure a consistent urban grain across the en-

surfaces/pavements, an urban grain commen-

2008 Masterplan Framework for th site and so-

tire application site.

surate with the factory buildings, and a strict

lidified with the detailed and outline consent

arrangement of building forms. These will be

that the site benefits from today. Where the

defining character elements on the north site.

form of the perimeter block has been loosened

The south site is intended to be a lot more informal in character and pitched as a contrast to

or fragmented, a podium unifies the fragments

the more urban townscape model of the North

Within the north site, there is a contextual dif-

and makes the edges legible, while allowing

site. The charachter of this half of the iste is

ferentiation between the areas to the east and

views and movement across.

defined by a central naturalistic park which

west of the factory buildings. The area to the

creates a vsiual and physical connection be-

east faces Broadwater Road (which is a primary

The different character zones are further de-

tween the two listed factory buildings to the

road) and is divided into two blocks ⑥, ⑦ by

fined by differences in building uses, heights,

north and sourth of the proposed park. That

the new link road ⑧. These are enclosed pe-

dwelling types, residential tenure, and archi-

potential has been developed into a character

rimeter blocks with continuous frontages all

tectural design. See chapter 6. on page 103

zone defined by residential buildings set within

around, except along link roads, where breaks

for further details.

a naturalistic landscape and home zone mews

in the buildings provide gateways into inter-

streets ④. The residential buildings consist of

nal courtyards. Car parking is provided below

“loosened” perimeter blocks, with gaps along

ground.

the perimeter and angled edges aligned to the
central pathway ⑤. The internal areas of each
block are raised above ground-level car parks
accessible from the mews streets.
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- Broadwater Road West Supplementary Planning Document

37

Masterplan Framework

4.8. Use

The proposed land use strategy is derived from
the Broadwater Road SPD.
Mixed Use
Mixed-use buildings are located primarily
along the main routes:
·· east-west (through Hydeway, Goodman
Square, and the footbridge);
·· north-south (the former factory buildings
and the new Civic Building, which activate the
pedestrian areas around them).
Residential Community
The regenerated Shredded Wheat factory site
will be sustained by a new residential community. This new community must have sufficient
size and density to inhabit the site and provide
the occupation and movement necessary for
mixed-use facilities of this scale. This proposal
includes a range of tenures and housing types
for the site, aiming to cater to a diverse range
of residents.
Land use Figure
key 5.2 Land Use Strategy

Employment

Residential block

Most of the employment opportunities will be

Re-use of listed structures

located around Goodman Square, in the main

Leisure

arrival area from the train station.

Resource management (including Combined Heat and Power facility)

- Broadwater Road West Supplementary Planning Document

Employment

Provision for the local community

Mixed use block

·· 31% social housing.
·· Leisure opportunities: a gym and Art & Museum hub will be located in and around the

Above: Land use strategy plan (Figure 5.2)

former factory buildings.

from the Broadwater Road West SPD

·· Community facilities: located in a new Civic
Building in the heart of the site.
·· Youth facilities: crèche and gym located in the
former Production Hall; outdoor play areas in
the south site.
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Opposite page: Proposed land use strategy plan
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4.9. Amount of Development

The consented scheme achieved a successful
regeneration project, but it failed to deliver a

Use classes

Proposed floor area

policy compliant level of affordable housing
Gross External Area

and left room for improvement in a number of

Gross Internal Area

areas.

m²

sq ft

m²

sq ft

Retail (A1 - A5)

2,366

25,468

2,213

23,821

Workspace (B)

5,016

53,992

4,723

50,838

Residential (C)

128,160

1,379,514

118,548

1,276,050

Public Services (D1)

3,318

35,715

3,081

33,164

Entertainment and Leisure (D2)

3,328

35,823

2,976

32,034

142,347

1,532,225

130,548

1,405,225

Therefore, after acquiring the site, the Applicant set a development brief aimed at delivering a viable, appropriate and successful
scheme that can deliver a better planning outcome for all parties.
Given the prominent location, excellent public
transport accessibility, unique site characteristics and the nature of the wider Development
Strategy for the District, the scheme seeks to
densify the residential development in certain
areas of the site through a focus on smaller
units and a shift away from family housing as
well as additional development where this
can be satisfactorily accommodated into the
scheme.
The changes have resulted in a scheme that delivers an increase in the residential population
of 29% over and above the consented scheme.
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Welwyn Garden City
Design & Access Statement
February 2015

4.10. Heights and Massing

and Architectural Articulation

oad SPD states that:

Articulation of rooflines for phase 2 buildings (as also
indicated on planning submission drawings 2455-T-000021-ZXX, 2455-T-00-0022-ZXX and
2455-T-00-0023-ZXX) is indicative and subject to design
development at reserved matters stage. Phase 2 buildings
are in principle intended to continue the architectural
language established in phase 1, including the stepping of
upper level accommodation to break up the blocks’
massing and the creation of upper level roof
gardens/terraces.

on the site should be of excellent
ity and designed in full cognisance
act on their immediate surroundings
er setting. The main two listed
CPUK silos and the Roche reception
e incorporated as landmarks in the
of development and the building
ks should have regard to the setting
s. The silos, in particular, should
main landmark on the skyline and
development should adversely affect

If it was considered necessary a condition could be
imposed on the planning permission requiring design
parameters for the entire development to be submitted and
approved, and thenListed
applied when details of the
appearance of the Phase 2 blocks are submitted for
reserved mattersbuildings
approval.

North Site

t of the listed buildings, it is
red that buildings on the site should
5 storeys in height. Furthermore,
development on the site is proposing
storeys (or more) the resulting
sessed with regards to both the
such height could bring and any

outlines the proposed building heights
erplan; building heights average 5 to 6
site and vary from a minimum of 3
um of 8 storeys in limited and
ned locations. The massing strategy
oped as an integral part of the design
ed in proposed buildings within the
opment, particularly around the
here new buildings provide the setting
ed 1920's silos, as being lower in height
ler than 5 storeys. The taller elements
e generally been located to the
e, albeit stepped back from road edges
nities for landscaping and tree planting
of the development.

eas of the proposed development
aller, the criteria set out within the SPD
ppropriatenesss of taller buildings has
ssed in the detailed design sections of

ion of Phase 2 building

minimum building heights, bulk and
2 buildings refer to drawing (2455-T-00accompanies this application.

5.3.2 Proximity and overlooking
Issues of proximity between adjacent residential units in
Phase 2 blocks will be further assessed during reserved
matters stage when internal layouts of residential buildings
are developed. In the instance that proximity issues
between the living/bedroom spaces of neighbouring
residential properties are apparent then the following
measures will be adopted:
•

Locations of communal cores will be located where
buildings are at their closest so to ensure that
proximity between residential units and their habitable
rooms are at an acceptable distance from
neighbouring properties;

South Site

•

In addition to the locating of cores, internal layouts of
residential units will be designed as such that
habitable rooms face away from the closest of
neighbouring properties where overlooking has been
deemed to occur, with non-habitable rooms being
located closest to neighbouring units;

•

Should any residual issues of overlooking remain after
adopting the above strategies then windows to
habitable rooms will be displaced (angled) so to face
away from the closest adjacent residential units.
The parameter plans, and particularly the application
drawing which defines the maximum and minimum
building envelope (2455-T-00-0015-ZXX, which
accompanies this application) have been designed to
accommodate this future design development taking place
at reserved matters stage.

Building heights and their distribution in the proposed scheme (above

50

Parameter diagram showing proposed storey heights

Storey heights key

left) are similar to those of the consented scheme (above right). How-

8

ever, the proposed buildings along the western and eastern edges of the

7

site are, in general, one storey taller than the corresponding buildings in

6

the consented scheme. Elsewhere – such as north of the listed buildings

5

– proposed building heights are lower. More articulation has been given

4

to the proposed blocks on the south site, which have more variation in

3

100m

height than the the corresponding blocks in the consented scheme.

2
1
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4.11. Architectural Design Principles
Building Types and Forms
The proposed buildings affirm a contemporary
design informed by a rich context – Welwyn’s
character as a planned Garden City, the former Shredded Wheat factory’s unique design
legacy and historical significance, as well as the
strategies put forward by the Broadwater Road
West Supplementary Planning Document and
principles established by the current Planning
Consent.
A summary of the main design principles that
inspired the design of the buildings includes:
·· building scale and mass appropriate to
location;
·· emphasis on the urban composition around
the monumental industrial buildings;
·· emphasis on key views into and across the
site;
·· adequate sunlight and daylight in all spaces
and places;
·· strong integration of buildings and landscape
·· active street frontages with front doors to
communal entrances;
·· well connected car parks, refuse and cycle
stores, with direct access from building cores;
·· clusters of buildings with varied heights, allowing roof terraces and enlivening the
townscape;
·· a simple but imaginative palette of materials
and building details inspired by the local context, with brick as the main facade material.
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Materials and Detailing
This proposal aims to provide enough variety
and contrast of materials and architectural details across the large site, within the limits of
feasibility and aesthetic consistency. Hence, a
consistent palette with a limited range of materials will be used, with enough variation in tone
and texture to express the desired degrees of
variety and contrast. Materials will be chosen
for their high quality, robustness, durability,
and environmental sustainability.
Brick, in a complementary range of tones and
textures, will be the predominant facade material. Window and door frames, as well as balcony railings, will be made of metal, coated in
colours complementary to the brick cladding.
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Residential Design

Secured by Design

Active Frontages

All dwellings will be flats. However, different

The proposed design aims to provide safe

Active frontages are maximised throughout

types of tenure will be provided. The proposed

and secure spaces, and is informed by Official

the scheme with the inclusion of both commu-

residential designs are based on the standards

Police Security Initiative’s Secured By Design

nal and private residential entrances at street

set by The Department for Communities and

(SBD) principles such as:

level to all elevations.

Local Government’s Technical housing stand-

·· ground floor properties have defensible edg-

ards – nationally described space standard, in

es defined by low walls and hedges maintain-

Communal entrances will be clearly visible and

ing good visibility of entrances;

transparent. Primary entry will be from public

addition to the Design Team’s experience and
advice obtained through consultations. Some

·· all streets and spaces are overlooked with

paths, but direct to secure car parks will also

important design principles that inform this

windows, to promote natural surveillance;

be provided. Direct routes will link the vertical

proposal are:

·· no blank gable walls;

circulation in each building to secure amenity

·· well defined, generous communal entrances;

·· all communal entrance doors will incorporate

areas. All ground floor dwellings facing public

·· active street frontages, with as many front

an access control system via an external door

doors into entrance lobbies as possible;
·· clearly defined defensible spaces at ground
level;
aspects;

with access control for residents;

The design of entrances and doorways across
the site varies from building to building, adding
variety and character along the public spaces.

·· car parks and bike stores are all accessed via

·· limited number of apartments (up to 8) accessible from the same core on each floor, in
order to promote neighbourliness;
·· shortest possible corridors;
·· direct routes from cores to apartments;
·· a balanced mix of dwelling sizes and tenures;
·· generous private amenity space for all, with
usable balconies sufficient for outside dining;
·· easily accessible, centralised bin stores;
·· secure car and cycle parking with direct access from building cores;
·· home office space to promote flexible work;
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individual dwellings;
·· access to communal courtyards will be secure

·· large number of dwellings with multiple

pathways will have usable defensible spaces.

entry panel with video/intercom control from

ColladoCollinsArchitects

secure gates, shutters and doors, incorporat-

Plant room and service access frontage will

ing CCTV coverage;

be kept to a minimum, but cycle stores will be

·· all glazing systems, locks and doors will be
specified to SBD and BS standards;
·· internal post boxes in communal lobbies will
be surveilled by CCTV;
·· lifts and staircases with access control and
CCTV cameras;
·· bin stores with access control are located
close to cores.

adjacent to entrance lobbies and benefit from
street frontage where possible, to facilitate security and easy access.

Evaluation

Private Amenity

Sunlight and Daylight

All dwellings will include private outdoor

The application site is bound by mainline rail-

Throughout the design process, building vol-

amenity space in a variety of types: front gar-

way line on the west and industrial buildings

umes and landscape have been adjusted –

dens, recessed and projecting balconies, and

on the north and east orientations. There is a

within the parameters of the project brief – to

roof terraces.

midrise residential building on the south-south

optimise the usability of outdoor spaces such

west orientation which is a sensitive receptor

as play areas.

Recessed balconies will generally be located

for daylight and sunlight. The nearest block

along the public thoroughfares on the outer

is proposed at about 20 metres distance and

Thus, the architectural design complements

edges of the site, whereas projecting balconies

does not have any significant impact on the

the landscape and public realm design, with

will generally overlook amenity areas within

daylight and sunlight of the existing residential

the aim of providing enjoyable outdoor amen-

the site. Balcony dimensions will allow mean-

building. The taller building elements are pro-

ity that can be used as extensions of the liv-

ingful use – e.g. outdoor dining.

posed along the outer edges of the site, so as

ing spaces, safely and comfortably at different

to minimise overshadowing of the amenities.

times of the day and throughout the year.

Most dwellings facing communal gardens or
courtyards will benefit from private gardens

The masterplan has been developed to create a

with access to the communal gardens. Where

comfortable microclimate and usable outdoor

private amenity space faces directly onto a

spaces / public realm. The proposed buildings

street, it will be well defined defensible space,

will have minimal or no impact on buildings in

recessed by less than 600mm, in line with Se-

adjacent sites.

cured by Design principles, with the aim of providing security and privacy.

Building blocks have been arranged so as to
avoid overshadowing and provide accessible

Some buildings will be split into elements with

amenity spaces. Opposing facades have been

different heights, thereby providing variety in

kept at a minimum separation distance of 20

the townscape as well as roof terraces which

metres. Most dwellings have dual aspect liv-

will add to the amenity provision.

ing rooms to ensure adequate daylighting.
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4.12. Design Precedents
Welwyn Garden City Residential Architecture

Most residential buildings in the town centre date from the 1920s and
1930s. In accordance with Louis de Soissons’ masterplan, they were designed in a neo-Georgian style, with brick facades and white-painted sash
windows. Most dwellings are detached cottage-like houses lined along wide
leafy streets.
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Welwyn Garden City Public Buildings

C.H. Elsom. Council Offices, Welwyn Garden City. Completed 1935.

Richard Sheppard Robson & Partners. Campus West,
Welwyn Garden City. Completed 1975.

The Howard Centre. Completed 1990.

Penoyre & Prasad. Queen Elizabeth II Hospital,
Welwyn Garden City. Completed 2016.

Several public buildings have been built since the city’s inception. Changing needs and forms of expression have produced a range of architectural
designs in styles that span revivalism, modernism, post-modernism, and contemporary architecture.
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4.13. Design Precedents
Industrial Architecture

The original Shredded Wheat Factory buildings, as designed by Louis

Many converted industrial buildings have been playing an important

de Soissons. The Production Hall’s main elevation (as seen above)

role in urban regeneration in cities around the world.

has not been visible since other buildings were appended.

The former Bankside Power Station in London was converted into an art

Infrastructure equipment on display can add value to the public

gallery (The Tate Modern, project by Herzog & de Meuron, completed

realm even in a historical setting, as demonstrated by Levitt

2000). The main internal space is connected to the outside plaza through a

Bernstein Associates’ design for the Heating Infrastructure

ramp. The new art museum has been instrumental in regenerating a large

Building at the University of Liverpool (completed 2009).

disused industrial building, as well as a prominent London site.
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Public Art

From Antwerp to Bilbao, Cape Town, London, and countless other locations, public art and land art have increasingly been playing a crucial role
in reinvigorating public places around the world. Disused industrial sites,
buildings and infrastructure offer particularly relevant opportunities for
the use of public art in urban regeneration.
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4.14. Design Precedents
Residential Architecture

KjellanderSjoberg. Maja Gräddnos residential block.

Panter Hudspith. Royal Road buildings. Completed 2013.

Stockholm, Sweden. Completed 2015.

KjellanderSjoberg. Maja Gräddnos residential
block. Stockholm, Sweden. Completed 2015.
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Baumschlager Eberle Architekten. Verwalter buildings. Dornbirn, Austria. Completed 2013.

Evaluation

Residential Building Details

Like the consented scheme before it, the proposed scheme takes in-

text is comparable and the thoughtful detailing provides remarkable quality

spiration from a number of contemporary designs – where the con-

and delight.
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4.15. Design Precedents
The Consented Scheme: Buildings
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The Consented Scheme: Details
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4.16. Landscape Design Vision
Vision
The Broadwater Road site at Welwyn Garden

The vision has four main strands:

City offers an opportunity to provide a high
quality, mixed use scheme creating a vibrant

Heritage

new community at the heart of Welwyn Gar-

·· Retained 1920’s listed buildings will provide

den City, helping to redefine the former Shred-

a special heritage focus to the development.

ded Wheat Factory site and provide much

·· The site is split into two constrasting land-

needed housing, community facilities and ad-

scape character zones: the industrial look and

ditional open space.

feel of the former Shredded Wheat factory
on the North Site, and a gentle, naturalistic

In order to build on the principles and on many

landscape on the South Site.

of the design details established in the consented scheme, Bradley Murphy Design have

Beautiful Spaces

been retained as landscape designers for this

·· Landscape and open space integral to charac-

application.

terising the development
·· Creation of public open spaces offering green

The landscape proposals continue to be under-

routes in to the development

pinned by a coherent vision that draws upon

·· An urban square at the heart of the develop-

the principles and qualities of the existing

ment creating a new social focal point in the

garden city as well as the site’s location, her-

town

itage, character and the wider setting of Welwyn Garden City. This vision formed the basis

Sustainable Communities

of the consented scheme and has been car-

·· Fostering a sense of community to allow resi-

ried through to inform the current landscape

dents to integrate and support one another

masterplan.

to create an inclusive mixed use community
·· Introduction of a Sensory Garden in consultation with the Gardening for Disabled Trust, in
place of the previously proposed Allotments
Connectivity
·· Reinforcement of connectivity across the railway and in to the town
·· Forging of new links to Peartree ward and the
wider footpath network in the east
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Design Principles
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4.17. Landscape Design Principles

The scheme presents an opportunity to create new areas of high quality amenity space

·· Incorporate subtle areas for community accessible productive landscapes.

use development. Bradley Murphy’s work on

·· Integrate Broadwater Road site more ef-

the design of landscapes and public realm has

fectively with the surrounding areas includ-

been guided by the following principles:

ing Welwyn Garden City town centre and
Peartree ward.

·· Recognise and respond to the character and
ded Wheat Factory and listed buildings.

·· Create activity, interest and multi-functional
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·· Ensure places and spaces are designed for
and cohesion.
·· Retain the industrial heritage of the Shredded Wheat factory and incorporate a sub-

·· Respond to the requirements of planning
policy and supplementary guidance in terms

and west of Welwyn Garden City.

their wider surroundings, use and context.

ing a balance between public and private

·· Balance the needs of private and public ve-

·· Improve the connectivity to both the east

community amenity space are strategically

all to use and promote community, inclusion
·· Balance the needs of different users ensuramenity space.

hicles, cyclists and pedestrians.

·· Ensure buildings, public realm and private/

external spaces for a variety of age groups

·· Embrace and reinterpret Ebenezer Howard
ciples established at Welwyn Garden City

form.

located in the right place, responding to

during both day and night.
and Louis de Soissons’ core Garden City prin-

scape, reflecting the garden city principles
and the interrelationship with the built

and public realm as an integral part of a mixed

heritage of Welwyn Garden City, the Shred-

·· Provide high quality open space and land-

of design quality, play provision, sustainability, climate change and green infrastructure.

stantial amount of large-scale art objects in
the public realm.

Evaluation

4.18. Energy and Sustainability
Energy Strategy
An energy assessment and subsequent strategy

·· For the South Site (residential), space and

has been prepared such that it is aligned with

water heating are provided by electric CPSU

mounts PV solar array (~3500m2 PV panels)

the Energy Hierarchy, with focus on sustainable

boilers and renewable energy requirements

·· North Site (Residential) Space and water

building design (reduction of energy consump-

will be achieved through the installation of a

tion at source), provision of energy efficiency
measures and installation of building‐integrated low or zero carbon (LZC) technologies.

roof-mounted PV array.

·· South Site (Residential): ~500kWp roof

heating provided by gas‐powered CHP
·· North Site (Non‐residential): Space heating &

·· For the North Site (residential), space and
Former Shredded Wheat Factory, WGC
water
heating
Energy
Statement

cooling provided by high efficiency VRF heat

and the renewable energy re-

pumps; water heating provided by gas‐pow-

quirements are provided by a district heating
The strategy confirms how the development
achieves compliance with current energy planning policy. Broadwater Road West Supplementary Planning Document Section 7 Core
National Indicator 2 requires all new developments in the Broadwater Road West development area, achieve a site target of at least 10%

ered CHP

network fuelled by a gas‐powered CHP locatedin an
centre.
Specific and
detail
relating
the predicted
reducForenergy
the North
Site (non‐residential), space heating
cooling
areto
provided
by electrically
·· For the
North high
Site (non‐residential),
space VRF.
tions
in annual
and predicted
efficiency roof mounted
Water
heatingCO2
andemissions
the renewable
energy
powered
network
fuelled
a gas‐powered
requirements
by by
theelectridistrict heating
heating
and coolingare
areprovided
provided
energy
demand
is by
detailed
within CHP.
the table
cally powered high efficiency roof-mounted

below.

Flowin(VRF)
equipment.
ToVariable
achieve aRefrigerant
>10% reduction
CO2 emissions
and energy use through the installation of LZC/renewable
Water
heating
and
the
renewable
energy
re-the following
Based onmeasures
the above,
the proposed developtechnologies (as required by the Local Authority)
are proposed:

of their energy requirements from decentral-

quirements are provided by the district heat-

ised and renewable or low‐carbon sources.

Site (Residential)
Site (Residential)
North in
Siteboth
(Non‐residential)
South
ing network
fuelled by aNorth
gas‐powered
comduction
regulated energy use and CO2

Policy SADM 13 requests that all major devel-

~500kWp roof mounts PV

opment proposals must demonstrate that they

ment will endeavour to achieve a >10% re-

bined heat and power (CHP)
system.
emissions through the installation of solar PV
Space and water heating Space heating & cooling provided by high
2
and VRF
a CHP
efficiency
heat district
pumps; heating network in
solar array (~3500m PV provided by gas‐poweredarrays

have sought to maximise opportunities for

panels)
CHPin CO2 emissions
To
achieve a >10% reduction

renewable and low carbon sources of energy

and energy use through the installation of LZC/
Local Plan.
Specific
detail
relating to the
reductions
in annual CO2 emissions and predicted energy
renewable
technologies
(as predicted
required by
the
demand
is detailedthe
within
the tablemeasures
below. are
Local Authority)
following
See further information in the Energy State-

supply where consistent with other Local Plan
policies.

proposed:
Due to the size of the site and the differing site
uses, three separate energy strategies have
been prepared to achieve compliance with the

the following three areas – South Site (residential only), North Site (residential) and North
Site (Non‐Residential). All three proposed
strategies utilise passive design measures, high
levels of insulation and airtight building fabric,

ment submitted under separate cover.

Former Shredded Wheat Factory, Welwyn Garden City: Energy Strategy Summary
Scenario

Local Planning requirements; therefore, for the
sake of the energy strategy, the site is split into

Water
heating
provided by
gas‐powered
turn
show
compliance
with
WelwynCHP
Hatfield

Regulated Energy
Use (kWh / year)

Regulated CO2

Ave BER/DER

Emissions (kgCO2 /

(kgCO2 / m2 / year)

year)
Baseline Scenario without On‐Site LZC
Technologies

31.70 (South)
18,329,862

2,739,814

17.27 (North)
43.8 (Non‐Resi)

LZC Scenario with On‐Site LZC Tech (PV and
CHP)

26.97 (South)
15,864,667

2,171,766

11.03 (North)
39.5 (Non‐Resi)

Total Saving achieved through the

but the services proposed to provide the space

implementation of on‐site LZC Technologies

and water heating differ for each strategy:

Percentage reduction

2,465,194

568,048

‐

>10%

>10%

>10%

Based on the above, the proposed development will endeavour to achieve a >10% reduction in both
regulated energy use and CO2 emissions through the installation solar PV arrays and a CHP district
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heating network in turn show compliance with Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan.
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Access

5.1. Summary of Access and Movement Strategy
Accessibility Principles
This development proposal aims to ensure that
all users will have equal and convenient access
to buildings and spaces. This is achieved by
adopting the overarching principles of inclusive
design set out in the National Planning Policy
Framework and in the Welwyn Hatfield District
Plan, in particular the District Wide Policy D9:
Access and Design for People with Disabilities,
allowing access for disabled people, children in
prams and pushchairs and those who are temporarily disabled through accident or injury.
The development has been designed to comply with national standards and guidance including Part M of the Building Regulations and
BS 8300. Lifetime Homes standards have also
been adopted throughout.
This proposal includes the following inclusive
design measures:
·· All approach routes on ground level will be
via wide paved paths and the entrances will
be clearly legible on the frontage of each
building.
·· Up to 10% of the parking bays will be designated and marked as accessible.
·· Designated cycle routes will be provided
throughout the site; secure bicycle storage
facilities will be located at ground level.
·· Mixed use buildings will have separate entrances for residential, commercial and public use.
·· Each building will have level entrances.
·· Entrances will have swing doors. Where revolving doors are used a swing door will also
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Relevant Legislation and
Design Guidance
be provided, and where necessary power
operation will be used to overcome the 30 N
door pressure requirement.
·· Transitional lighting levels outside building
entrances and foyers shall be similar.
·· Manifestation will be used for glass screens
and doors.
·· Floor surfaces will be slip resistant with large
wipe-off areas immediately inside the main
entrances.
·· Lift design and capacities will follow recommendations from the lift consultants and will
meet best practice standards.
·· Accessible and ambulant WCs will be provided at all levels of non-domestic buildings.
·· Lifts are used throughout the scheme complying with Part M requirements and will
have a clear space of 1.5m in front of their
entrances.
·· The heights of landing and lift controls will be
Part M compliant.
·· Residential bathrooms are designed to Life
time Homes standards, allowing for future
adaptations such as handrails and hoists.
·· The layout of the bathrooms will allow for
ease of access to the bath, WC and wash
basin.
·· Switches, sockets, ventilation and service
controls in residential units will be located at
Part M compliant heights.
·· 10% of residential units will be designed to be
wheelchair compatible.

·· Equality Act 2010;
·· National Planning Policies Framework and
National Planning Practice Guidance;
·· Saved policies of the Welwyn Hatfield District
Plan adopted 2005 and supplementary planning guidance;
·· Broadwater Road Supplementary Planning
Document (BWR SPD);
·· Welwyn and Hatfield District Plan Review Supplementary Planning Guidance, Car Parking Standards (Adopted January 2004);
·· Part M of Approved Building Control
Documents;
·· BS 8300;
·· London Housing Design Guide.
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5.2. Pedestrians

5.3. Cyclists
Brid
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The masterplan provides a network of streets
and publicly accessible spaces designed to be
legible and to allow easy access. New connections have been created, and the accessibility
of existing routes has been improved. Pedestrian routes and connections into the site are
shown in the diagram on the opposite page.
Landscaping of publicly accessible spaces has
been designed to provide inclusive access
throughout. Pedestrian crossing points along
new roads and streets will either provide level
access or dropped kerbs. External ramps will be
designed to guidelines as set out in Approved
Document Part M of the Building Regulations.
Publicly accessible car parking will provide for
at least the recommended amount of accessible car parking standards as outlined in Welwyn and Hatfield District Plan Review - Supplementary Planning Guidance, Car Parking
Standards (Adopted January 2004).

Railway Footbridge, Lift, and Stairs
As part of the enhancement of the railway
footbridge and in order to create a more dramatic approach to the site, the existing public
stairs will be demolished and replaced by new,
much wider external public stairs adjacent to
Block 1, which will create a more appropriate
sense of arrival for pedestrians entering this
exciting new Quarter.
This stairs are designed as a solid, deliberately
heavy-looking, structure, formed in boardmarked concrete, as a visual reference to the
concrete silos.
To provide DDA compliant access to the footbridge
Tow–n and to the first floor shared commuCen/t office core – an external glass lift
nity / health
re
will be placed next to the new stairs. The lift
shaft will be clad in
dark glass and black metal
Train
Stati
framing, to match the
contemporary
design of
on
the Louis de Soissons Building.

oad

On-street cycle parking will be provided in the
main public spaces around Goodman Square
and the railway footbridge.
Safe and secure private cycle storage will
be provided within each residential block as
shown on the diagram on the opposite page.
Residents’ cycle stores will generally be located
adjacent to entrance lobbies and, as much as
possible, with direct access to the peripheral
road network and to secure car parking.
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The design and access arrangements of the individual blocks, described in later sections of
this report, are designed to be fully compliant
with guidelines as set out in Approved Document Part M of the Building Regulations.
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Residential lobby with front
and back entrance
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Access

Broadwater Road

Bridge Road

Bridge Road

Most access points for cars are located on
Broadwater Road, with an additional access
point on Bridge Road – as illustrated in the diagram on the opposite page.

·· Welwyn and Hatfield District Plan Review Supplementary Planning Guidance, Car Parking Standards (Adopted January 2004)
·· The London Housing Design Guide

Car movements have been limited to the periphery of the site to ensure that as much as
possible of the areas used by pedestrians are
free from car traffic.

In accordance with the above documents, accessible car parking spaces will be provided as
follows:
·· Residential - 10% of total unit numbers
(W&HDPR) or 1 space for every dwelling built
to mobility standards (LHDG). Note; we are
proposing 10% of dwellings are built to mobility standards;
·· Employment generating development - 5% of
total capacity
·· Other premises to which the public have access to (i.e. A1, A3 and A4 units, C1 hotels and
D class uses - 6% of total capacity.

Primary road

Hydeway

Secondary road

Tertiary road

Site access

Hydeway

On-street parking

Hydeway

Hydeway
Indoor parking
Hydeway
Secure access gate

Provision of wheelchair accessible car parking
spaces has been dictated by the following statutory and other relevant guidance documents:

Broadwater Road

Hydeway

Hydew

Hydeway

Hydeway

Hydewa
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100m
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Broad Court
ater Road

98

Broadwater Road

Car parking is largely located within undercroft
or basement areas but is supplemented by a
small amount of on-street parking. Vehicular
access beyond the on-street car parking spaces
will be prohibited through the landscaping design to ensure vehicles are not able to pass into
the defined publicly accessible spaces.

Key

Broadwater Road

A designated taxi pick up and drop off point
and queuing facility for 5 taxis has been located
on Hydeway as illustrated on the diagram opposite. A turning circle for all vehicles entering
Hydeway has been located at the western end
of the road, adjacent to Goodman Square. Car
and taxi access into the square will be prevented by means of a set of drop down bollards,
which will only afford access to refuse and delivery vehicles as described below.

Broadwater Road
Broadwater Road

5.4. Road Vehicles
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5.5. Deliveries and Refuse

It is proposed that a centralised management
system will be implemented for the collection
of both domestic and commercial refuse and
recycling. Collection points have been indicated on the diagram opposite where refuse and
recycling bins can be towed to by a refuse operative on collection day, disposed of and the
bins towed back to designated bin areas located within the undercroft areas of the individual
blocks. As with car movements, it is proposed
that refuse and recycling lorry movements are
limited to the periphery of the site, with no requirement for vehicles to track across defined
public accessible spaces - again illustrated on
the diagram opposite.
Delivery vehicles serving the non-residential
areas of the site will enter via two access points
– one off Bridge Road and the other off Hydeway. The proposed workspace and crèche areas in Block 4, healthcare facility in Block 3 and
the A3/A4 units within Block 2 will all be served
via the road running along the northern and
western boundaries of the site, joining Bridge
Road at the existing junction point.
Delivery vehicles serving Block 4 will use
the lay-by area to the north of the building,

50

100

100m
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which will also provide a drop-off and pick-up
point for the crèche, healthcare facility and
workspace.
A3/A4 units located within Block 2 as well
as the adjacent community building will be
served by a designated service bay located to
the south of Block 2 as illustrated on diagram
opposite.
Deliveries and collections to non-residential areas in blocks 1, 4, 7, and 8 will all be circulate
via Hydeway.
Delivery vehicles will be able to gain access to
defined service set down areas, located on the
eastern edge of Goodman Square, via a set of
drop down bollards. The purpose of the drop
down bollards is to stop cars and taxis entering
the square and will be controlled by the central
management office.
More detailed access arrangements for the individual blocks are described in the Transport
Assessment under separate cover.
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Proposed Design

6.1. Proposed Masterplan
Scheme Overview
Overall, the masterplan arrangement aims to
provide legible spaces and enhance the connectivity throughout the site, while supporting
a sense of community.
Based on the grid arrangement discussed in
4.6. Site Layout on page 66, block forms on
the North Site consist of three types: courtyard
blocks, L-shaped blocks, and slab blocks. Each
of these forms is deployed in response to specific conditions on each location – such as the
amount of space available, the arrangement of
public spaces and landscape, distant views to
landmarks on the site, etc.
The site can broadly be split into two parts with
Hydeway and Goodman Square providing the
east-west spine where these meet.
The character that the defines the north part
of the site is defined by the post-industrial nature of the former Shredded Wheat Factory,
which the proposed scheme seeks to respond
to in both layout, public realm and landscape
terms.
The south site character, in contrast to the
north, is less formal in layout, architecture and
landscape terms. The central park known as
the Weave is proposed as an undulating, naturalistic environment.

The images on the following two pages are aerial views of the overall scheme from north-east
and south-west perspective respectively.
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Proposed Design

6.2. Proposed Residential Layout
North Site
The North site can broadly be split into three
character zones with the former Shredded
Wheat buildings and structures acting as the
central spine and heart to the proposal. Just to
the south and located in the centre of the site
we have located the Civic building on Goodman
Square. To the north there is a small residential
building in place of some of the existing warehouse buildings which is intended to complete
the spine by reflecting the era that the Factory
buildings stemmed from.
To the east we have proposed two urban, mansion block, type blocks which form edges to
Bridge Road to the north and Broadwater Road
to the east.
With the introduction of new streets and public spaces in between Blocks 6 and 7 as well as
the Factory buildings we are able to achieve
and restore views of the Production Hall and
Silos from Bridge and Broadwater Road which
have been lost for a long time.
The resultant urban blocks generate semi-private residential amenity spaces at their centre.
therefore affording teh best possible aspect
to the proposed residential units surrounding
these.
To the west Blocks 2&3 sit between the raised
pedestrian bridge to the south, banked Bridge
Road to the north and the railway lines to the
west. The proposed layout seeks to create
a new street between the Factory buildings
which facilitate primary pedestrian access into
this element of the site. By breaking the urban
block, when compared to 6 and 7, we are able
to retain views of the factory buildings from
the rail tracks and west of the site.
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Typically, residential blocks have central corridors linking flats on either side. The vertical circulation cores (typically with two lifts and fire
stairs) are located centrally within each block,
mostly in the locations least suitable for habitable spaces. Each circulation core serves 6 to
10 flats per floor.

KEY:

The use of simple layouts and repetition of a
relatively small number of different dwelling
types ensures the viability of the scheme. On
the other hand, the envelope design provides
variation and contrast through the use of different materials, fenestration patterns, and
façade details.

Private Amenity space

The North site proposes a total of 811 residential and assisted living units of which
approximately:
• 50% of the units benefit from dual aspect,
• 38% are single aspect
• 12% are single aspect north facing units
In addition to the generous new public spaces
and shared amenity spaces, which are described in detail within the Landscape Design
Statement we are proposing to provide each
residential unit with generous private amenity
spaces in the form of gardens, roof terraces,
external and inset balconies.
• Gardens vary in size depending on the unit
size and type from 5-20m2
• Balconies vary in size depending on the unit
type from 5-12m2
• Roof terraces vary in size depending on the
unit size and type from 5-25m2

Dual Aspect
Single Aspect
Single Aspect North

Proposed Design

Block 6
Block 3

Block 4

Block 7

Block 2

Block 5

Goodman Square

Block 1

N
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Proposed Design

South Site
The South site benefits from a central park in
form of the Weave. This not only creates a visual link diagonally across the site, visually connecting the listed buildings, but also acts as a
central spine off which six clusters of buildings
form suburban blocks each with semi-private
podium gardens at First floor level.

The use of simple layouts and repetition of a
relatively small number of different dwelling
types ensures the viability of the scheme. On
the other hand, the envelope design provides
variation and contrast through the use of different materials, fenestration patterns, and
façade details.

KEY:

The primary public elevations of the South site
are Broadwater road to the east and Hydeway
to the north. These edges as well as the western edge are proposed as more urban in townscape with the central buildings surrounding
the park lower in height and less formal in architectural terms.

The South site proposes a total of 643 residential and assisted living units of which approximately 53% of the units benefit from dual
aspect, 40% are single aspect and only 7% are
single aspect north facing units.

Private Amenity space

Each cluster is made up of a variety of building types which we will explore further later on
within this document.
Typically, residential blocks have central corridors linking flats on either side. The vertical circulation cores (typically with two lifts and fire
stairs) are located centrally within each block,
mostly in the locations least suitable for habitable spaces. Each circulation core serves 6 to
10 flats per floor.
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In addition to the new central park known as
the Weave as well as shared amenity spaces
at first floor (podium) level, we are proposing
to provide each residential unit with generous
private amenity spaces in the form of gardens,
roof terraces, external and inset balconies.
• Gardens vary in size depending on the unit
size and type from 7-13m2
• Balconies vary in size depending on the unit
size and type from Juliette-12m2
• Roof terraces vary in size depending on the
unit size and type from 50-57m2

Dual Aspect
Single Aspect
Single Aspect North

Proposed Design

Goodman Square

Typical Upper

Block 8

Block 13

Block 9
eave
The W

Block 12

Block 10

Block 11

N
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6.3. Block 1: The Louis de Soissons Building

Sitting at the eastern end of the footbridge,
the Civic Building is one of the first buildings
seen by pedestrians approaching the new
residential and Cultural Quarter from Welwyn
town centre and the train station. Accordingly,
the Civic Building has a special significance in
the master plan. It accommodates community
uses and sits on the most prominent location
– Goodman Square – opposite the former factory buildings designed by the late Louis de
Soissons.
Louis de Soissons Architects – the practice that
carries on the legacy of Welwyn Garden City’s
original chief architect – has been appointed to
design the Civic Building.
The design affirms the building’s individuality
through a façade with large openings framed
by an external armature – in contrast with both
the predominant brick façades of the residential buildings, and the industrial expression of
the former factory buildings.
The proposed design for the Civic Building
aims to provide an elegant, contemporary and
suitably powerful entrance to the exciting and
vibrant new Quarter. The distinctive form and
materials contrast with the adjacent buildings
– both existing and proposed – and are intended to complement the building’s setting.
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Use, Layout, Access, and Circulation
Gross internal area
(GIA)

2,307 m²

Number of storeys

5
A3 UNIT

Floor

Use

GIA (m²)

Ground

Restaurant

615

First

Community
use

466

Service Access
Floors 1-4
Ref.

Esc

A3 Service
Access

A3 Refuse
access

Second

Health

466

Third

Offices

466

Fourth

Offices

294

The ground floor unit (use class A3) is intended
to be a restaurant or coffee shop for residents
and visitors to the Cultural Quarter.

N

Ground floor plan
Ground Floor Plan

Scale @ 1:100
5m

External doors from the Community Use area
on to this landscaped deck will allow it to be
used as part of this public facility.

4m

3m

2m

1m

2m

1m

Community Facilities

Shared Core

On-street parking for visitors is provided on
Hydeway.

Esc

Service access to the ground floor A3 unit and
offices is discreetly located at the rear of the
building, for deliveries and rubbish collection
via the rear service road.

N

0m

First Floor Plan

1

2

3

4

5

N

10
Scale @ 1:100
5m

First floor plan
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Design Details and Materials
Initial sketches for this building were aimed
at creating a gridded, white framed building,
sympathetic to the character and form of the
retained Listed Buildings.
That architectural language, however, was
used for many of the proposed residential
blocks elsewhere in the proposed scheme.
It became clear that this prominent building
needed to have a singular design, deliberately
contrasting with the Shredded Wheat factory
and the surrounding new blocks, and reflecting its particular use – neither residential nor
cultural.
The building is designed as an elegant and
simple dark glass block, clad with an irregular
grid of projecting black metal fins that provide
depth and a changing appearance when seen
from around the site.
The ground floor is set back some two metres
from the upper floors, so that the main bulk of
the building appears to float above the ground.
The overhang also provides shelter and shade
to the ground floor A3 unit.
The top floor is also set back some two metres,
partly to create an attractive wrap-around roof
terrace to the offices, but also to reduce the
apparent bulk of the building.
The dark glass, minimal framing, and the black
metal fins are elements of a contemporary design with an industrial legacy, in response to
the previous use of the site and to the black
metal framework of the important pedestrian
railway bridge. Also, the original industrial
building on this location was a tall, thin and
unusually dark building, with deep bands of
dark grey brickwork, so the design pays subtle
homage to that building.
The projecting metal fins provide vertical emphasis to the elevations, which reflects the verticality of the retained adjacent silos.
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Design precedents. Left: Vincent Van Duysen. AVH Offices. Antwerp, Belgium. 2002 (unbuilt).
Right: Park Associati. La Serenissima building. Milan, Italy. 2012.

Proposed Design

1000

Dark Grey Profiled metal louvred
screen to lift overrun and plant
(In foreground)

3500

4th Floor set back with perimeter
balcony terrace.

4th Floor (Offices)

Grey Tinted Glass Structural
Silicon Glazed curtain walling
Grey PPC spandrel panel
behind glazing in floor zone

3rd Floor (Offices)
Trees in planters at 1st floor deck
level. Refer to Landscape
Architect's proposals

20500

3500

Dark Grey Aluminium Fin Profiles
fixed back to superstructure on
thermally broken support
bracket

2nd Floor (Healthare)

5000

1st floor public deck and
footbridge access.

1st Floor (Community)

External walls to podium in grey
metal panel

5000

A landscaped deck has been created outside
the building’s first floor, level with the railway
footbridge. This deck will form an attractive
feature for pedestrians approaching the site.
The main shared entrance to the Community
and Health areas, as well as to the offices, is
deliberately located at this level, to generate
pedestrian activity and promote security on
the footbridge. External doors from the Community area onto the landscaped deck will allow it to be used as part of this public facility.

Lift overrun and Green roof

3500

The relationship between the Civic Building
and the railway footbridge is one of the main
elements of the design. See Railway Footbridge, Lift, and Stairs on page 96 for details
of footbridge design and accessibility.

SSG Shopfront glazing to A1-A5
unit(s)

Ground Floor (A1-A5)

Section

Scale
5m
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6.4. Blocks 2 and 3: Podium Buildings
Overview
Blocks 2 and 3 are joined together by a onestorey high podium to the west of the former
factory buildings. The podium encloses a car
park and ancillary areas for the residential
buildings. On top of the podium, a varied landscape anchors the buildings above and provides amenity areas for residents and visitors.
The proposed building designs re-introduce
the courtyard theme from the Framework
Masterplan and take some of the plan forms
of the Consented Scheme – which reduced the
enclosed courtyards to two L-shaped buildings
and a slab-shape building. The diagonally opposing L shapes imply (rather than enclose) the
Masterplan Framework’s courtyards, while the
open courtyard corners allow glimpsed views
to the former factory buildings – as well as easy
circulation for pedestrians throughout the podium top.
The podium forms the east edge of Reiss Walk,
with entrance lobbies, shops, and a connection – through stairs and ramps – to the amenity areas and residential buildings on top. Two
types of amenity areas are proposed: publicly
accessible and semi-private. A sensory garden
carefully designed for the enjoyment of people
with disabilities will be accessible to all; podium gardens for residents will have restricted
access.
Each L-shaped block is divided into two elements with different heights and façade details.
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Proposed Design

Layout & Amount
Total gross
external area

21,640 m²

Number of storeys

6 to 7

Residential use:
Apartment type
1 bedroom

122

2 bedrooms

141

3 bedrooms

0

Total

Block 2

Number

263

Non-residential uses:
Floor

Use

Ground

A1-A5 Retail

Total

GIA (m²)
436m2
436m2

Parking spaces: 209
The only non-residential area in these blocks is
located on the southeast corner of Block 2A,
facing Goodman Square.

Block 3

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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Access
Buildings 2A, 2C, and 3B are accessible from
main entrance lobbies on Reiss Walk. Buildings 2B and 3A have entrance lobbies along the
west edge of the podium at ground level. Secondary entrances at ground level connect the
main entrance lobbies to the car park. In addition, all buildings have entrances at podium
level, giving all residents access to semi-private
amenity areas on top of the podium.
The residential floor plans are laid out with
double-loaded corridors, but the L-shapes allow a high proportion of double-aspect flats.
Vertical cores are located on the inner corners – the least suitable locations for habitable
rooms.

KEY:
Listed Buildings and Civic Building:
Blocks 2 and 3
Amenity spaces
Natural buffer
Pedestrian access
Service access
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Proposed Design
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Design Details and Materials
Each L-shaped building is broken down into
two elements in material, architecture and
height terms in order to reduce the perceived
bulk of each building and accentuate the urban
composition of the podium as a whole.
Taller building elements sit on the long edges
of the podium, while the lower elements, also
smaller in plan, sit on top of the landscaped
podium.
The two elements of each L-shaped building
have different façade designs. The predominant design – for the taller elements on the
edges – takes its cues from the planar composition, large windows, and light colour of the
factory buildings, which stand opposite.
A secondary element is based on a contrasting red brick colour frequently found on the
western side of the track within Welwyn Garden City. These elements, in contrast, feature
overhanging balconies to allow inhabitants to
engage with the extensive podium gardens.
The fenestration pattern, again in contrast to
the grid of the main, is proposed as similar the
less formal arrangement of the red brick building types proposed within blocks 8 to 13. of the
South site.

Perspective view from the pedestrian bridge linking the station to the site.

In order to ensure endurance the primary material of choice for all façades is masonry and
brickwork.

Inspiration in context: the large windows and light-coloured façade of the former factory buildings
(left) and the tall narrow windows and dark brick of Welwyn multi-storey buildings (right).
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Proposed Design

5

6

3

Buff and Red-coloured brick samples, with charcoal grey metal coating colours for window frames and railings.
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6.5. Blocks 4 and 5: Former Shredded Wheat Factory
Overview
Set at the core of the overall masterplan the
primary elements of the former Shredded
Wheat Factory buildings are proposed to be
reinvented as the new beating heart of the development by introducing a mixture of uses to
the Listed buildings by means of comprehensive refurbishment, extension and renovation.
Our proposed designs in and around these
seek, with minor amendments, to build on the
current Listed Building Consent and enhance
areas in order to facilitate the following uses:
• The primary 3 storey factory building known
as the Production House is to be converted for a multitude of commercial, community and leisure uses by introducing
a central atrium which facilitates flexible
division of the building into several uses
both laterally as well as vertically.
• New Energy centre which seeks to recycle
the existing chimney of the former Boiler
House. The mechanics of the energy centre itself are proposed to be put on show
behind glass within the footprint of the
building previously known as the Garages
which are being rebuilt to include restaurant and cafe space benefitting from direct access to both Goodman Square and
a roof terrace above.
• The Boiler House and Grain House are proposed to be converted into a unique Art
& Museum Hub with multidisciplinary indoor and outdoor space.
• The Civic Building, whilst covered in a previous section of the this document, forms
part of the central spine of active uses
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In addition to the Heritage Statement being
prepared by KM Heritage we have added a
number of documents under Appendix which
cover the proposed vision and content of the
former factory and Civic buildings in more
detail:
• The Shredded Wheat factory / Frameless
Art Hub vision
• The Civic Building / Living Well Centre (LWC)
The following pages seek to describe the interventions to the Listed Buildings by assessing their current condition, describing the
elements to be removed and proposed departures from the current Listed Building Consent .

Proposed Design

Layout & Amount
Total gross
external area
Number of storeys

9788 m²

2-10

Non-residential uses:
Floor

Use

Ground

Leisure

First

606

Atrium

785

Servicing + Refuse

152

Art & Museum Hub

822

Energy Centre

249

Restaurant, Cafe & Bar

386

Offices

1864

Atrium

0

Offices
Art Studios/Offices
Atrium

Third

1065
352
0
312

Conference/Office

719

Art & Museum Hub

Total

298

Art & Museum Hub

Atrium

Top

1149

Crèche/Nursery

Art Centre
Second

GIA (m²)

Bar/Restaurant

0
43
285
9087
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Current Condition
Production at the former Shredded Wheat Factory ceased in 2008 and was consolidated at
their plant in Staverton,Wiltshire.
The complex has been unoccupied since Shredded Wheat’s move; this was also when most of
the internal machinery was removed.
The site today consists of the accumulated
three main phases of development, with the
majority of the original plot now filled with
buildings. Much of the original factory is hidden behind the later, less architecturally interesting buildings, including the 1930’s Production Hall and the 1950’s range of administrative
offices along Bridge Road.
Relatively recent refurbishment to the 1920’s
Factory buildings led to interior and exterior
alterations which have had adverse effects on
the appearance.
These alterations include:
• The introduction of Seaporcel green panels
to the Production Hall covering the spandrel area;
• Replacement of the original Crittall windows with PVC or metal with irregular
mullions;
• Standardisation of all upper floor window
heights; adding of external stairs to the
western façade;
• Removal of windows on the façade which
were filled with bricks.
There have also been a number of extensions
and additions to the entire complex which, although minor, have compromised the distinct
form of the original 1920’s factory.
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The Production Hall

Proposed Design

The Grain House, Silos & Boiler House
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EPR Architects

Spen Hill Developments
Proposed
Design

Welwyn Garden City
Design & Access Statement
February 2015

Proposed Demolition
The proposed demolition plans focus on the
buildings which we believe have compromised
the original vision of Louis de Soissons’ 1920’s
factory complex. The expansion of the factory
with cheaper structures has, over time, diluted
the principles behind the process driven industrial design.
With this demolition, we believe the retention of the Production Hall (1925), Grain House
(1925), eighteen silos (1928), and Boiler House
will restore the character of Welwyn Garden City’s principal landmark. Consequently,
the following buildings are proposed to be
demolished:
• Connection between the 1920’s Production
Hall and Grain House
• Twenty-seven silos (1939)
• Factory Building (1939)
• Production and Administration Block
(1950s)
• Warehouse (1957 – 1959)
• Dispatch office / Garage (1920s)

Phase development

Manufacturing Hall
Production Hall
Silos

Garages

Grain House
Boiler House

Phase 1 - 1924 - 1926
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Phase 2 - 1937 - 1939

Proposed Design

8.1.2 Construction phase history
The development of the former Shredded Wheat factory
can be traced through three principal phases.
Phase 1 (1926 - 1928) – The completion of the original
factory complex for Shredded Wheat which included the
production hall, boiler house, eighteen silos, wheat elevator
and garage.
Phase 2 (1937 & 1939) – A new single storey was fixed to
the east of the factory and also on the roof of the multistorey original production hall. The number of silos also
increased from 18 to 45. The additional 27 storage bins
were designed by Louis Wirsching Jnr (the Nabisco
company architect) which increased capacity to 8,500 tons.
The additional silos were a separate, independent structure
to the original 18 silos, but appeared visually to be fully
integrated.
Phase 3 (1950’s) – From 1941 to 1947 the Government
introduced a zoning scheme which excluded Shredded
Wheat from selling in certain areas; limiting production.
Once this zoning came to an end, the company steadily
increased its market share. A large extension on
Broadwater Road increased production facilities, but
reduced the recreation grounds. In 1957 & 1959 two further
extensions were added, improving production and providing
increased administrative facilities.

Silos

Administration Building

Factory Dispatch

Oil Tanks

Phase 3 - 1957 - 1959

The Wheat Quarter, Welwyn Garden City ·
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Access
Around the Production Hall the scheme has endeavoured to maintain the historic levels and
thresholds into the building. In our redevelopment of the Production Hall there will be two
main entrance points for the building on the
east and west elevations respectively with a
third service access on the northern elevation.
A generous external ramp and staircase, not
unlike the ramp into the Tate Modern Turbine
Hall, will provide the second main entrance
into the a new central atrium on the west
elevation.
Within these entrances our scheme provides
universal access through ramps and lifts. On
the east and west entrances accessible lifts and
Part M compliant stairs will provide access for
the public to the reception level for the office.
Internally within the Production Hall our
scheme provides accessible vertical access to
all floors through the building. The Crèche on
the lower ground floor also provides a level
threshold access to the playground space.
Within the workspace areas the feature stairs
will be designed to meet Part M requirements
in tandem with the lifts allowing tenants to access all four levels.
The refuse strategy for the building meets the
requirements of BS5906: 2005 for bin storage
of recyclable and non-recyclable waste. This
provision should provide a management company, or local authority charged with waste collection the means to recycle waste effectively.
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Access routes in north site

Proposed Design

KEY:
Listed Buildings and Civic Building:
Blocks 2 and 3
Amenity spaces
Natural buffer
Pedestrian access
Service access
Photo of the original east Entrance into the
Production hall which is to be reinstated

Access routes in north site
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6.6. Blocks 4 and 5: The Production Hall
Use
The primary 3 storey factory building known
as the Production Hall is to be converted for a
multitude of commercial, community and leisure uses by introducing a central atrium which
facilitates flexible division of the building into
several uses both laterally as well as vertically.
The main entrances are lobbied off so as to
make the full height atrium space a more usable and tranquil space.
There are two primary uses at ground floor of
the Production Hall: the first is a Leisure Centre
which will include a swimming pool, gym floor,
studios and treatment rooms; the second is a
Crèche/Day Nursery.
The Servicing and Back of House area aims to
service the entire building for waste and basic
plant requirements.

View from the elevated Bridge Road down the pedestrian street west of Production Hall

West Elevation of Production hall proposed
as secondary entrance into the building.
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Precedent of a new entrance into a Listed Industrial converted art centre namely the Tate Modern

Proposed Design

Ground Floor
KEY:
Atrium:
Servicing / BoH:
Creche/Nursery:
Leisure:
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Internal Circulation
The original 1920’s design featured a grand entrance stair on the eastern façade leading from
the recreation grounds, which was partly demolished during the construction of the 1930’s
factory building. Our intent is to reinstate the
stair, which will connect the existing external
level to the entrance level (Upper ground) and
will serve as the primary entrance to the office
reception. The arrangement of the stair and
entrance will be similar to that in the photograph below.
Internally, the scheme introduces a feature
stair and lift core within a central Atrium providing the main vertical circulation for the
varied uses proposed within the building and
lending flexibility as to the future subdivision
of the building.
The stair and lift will be set centrally within a
new opening within the slab, connecting all
floors.
The proposed atrium stair construction will
be a contemporary blend of glass treads and
metal runners in order to create an open and
light environment. The perimeter
The light weight structure will also minimise
the visual impact internally, allowing tenants to
read the open office floorplate. The lifts, which
provide access to all floors, will also provide
panoramic views of the space when moving up
through the building.
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Proposed public street scene east of Production Hall

Existing roof above Production Hall

Proposed atrium space

Proposed Design

First floor
KEY:
Atrium:
Office:
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Second Floor
The offices on the second floor will be separated from the atrium by glazed walls which
will block the noise from the atrium and allow
two potentially separate office spaces on the
same floor.
Art studios provide a space separate from the
art centre to give resident artists an area to
work. These art studios are linked to the art
centre by a glass bridge giving this space the
potential to also be used as an extension to the
art centre if more space is required.

Current condition of the Production Hall

Listed building renovated by ColladoCollins
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Proposed Design

Third Floor
KEY:
Atrium:
Office:
Art Studios:
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Façade Restoration
There are three major elements to the Production Hall’s façade which are replicated around
the building:
• Vertical piers;
• Windows;
• The aprons below each window.
The vertical piers (01) which form the main
structural frame of the building are being retained. Our scheme proposes to repair and
repaint the concrete and rendered elements
externally. Internally the building will receive
an insulated lining in order to improve thermal
efficiency. The lining will be painted white in
order to provide the impression of the original
internal design.

The design of the bridge link between Blocks
4 and 5 is inspired by that of the Royal Opera
House in Covent Garden. This link will add a
very modern twist to a building that precedes
the creation of Welwyn Garden City. The purpose is to give the Art Centre the capacity to
expand from Block 5 in to 4 should demand for
space be greater than initially anticipated.

Concept & Precedent visuals for the Proposed link
between the Production Hall and the Grain House

Many of the Production Hall’s original windows
have been replaced with PVC, irregular spaced
metal Crittal or have been removed and filled
in, diluting the original vision of de Soissons.
Our proposal draws upon the original window
design whilst adapting it to integrate the increased thickness of a double glazed panel
(03). As in the original de Soissons design,
the windows on the upper floors are to have
fifteen vertical mullions and seven horizontal
transoms. The windows are to have opening elements which will enable the office workspace
and crèche to be mixed mode ventilation.
The present appearance of the Production Hall
is dominated by the retrofitted green galvanised panels, introduced in the 1960s. Historical photographs show Louis de Soissons’ original design of the Upper Ground windows being
larger vertically than the windows on the other
upper floors. Our proposal is to reinstate this
proportion, establishing a consistent sill height
internally as well as allowing more light into
the upper ground floor. In addition we propose
to reinstate the original feature glazed tiles
(04) and the painted white brick (02) which
clad the horizontal dividing panels between
the windows.
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Covent Garden Royal Opera House glazed link

Covent Garden Royal Opera House glazed link

Proposed Design

KEY:
Atrium:
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6.7. Blocks 4 and 5: The Grain House & Silos
The Art & Museum Hub
The Boiler House and Grain House are proposed to be converted into a unique Art & Museum Hub with multidisciplinary indoor and
outdoor space.
The Grain House and Silos are part of the original make up of the listed buildings. The internal
and external treatments will be renovated and
refurbished.
The existing machinery and associated metal
access structures will be retained and renovated to form an integral part of the exhibition
spaces and museum. This would also serve as
a visual reminder of the history of the building.
The silos will be repaired and restored with the
ground floor cleared of all non-structural internal partitions and the Courtyard between the
former Garages and proposed Museum covered with a lightweight glass structure.
These spaces are intended for art installations,
functions and museum exhibits.
The exterior of the silos can be used for light
installations as shown in the images below.
For more details on the ambitions of the Art &
Museum Hub please see the below Appendix:

Approach to the Art & Museum Hub as seen from the Pedestrian link bridge

THE SHREDDED WHEAT FACTORY

FRAMELESS ART HUB VISION
1
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Examples of art light installations on grain silos

Proposed Design

Ground Floor
KEY
Art & Museum Hub
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The Art Centre & Museum
The upper floors of the Grain House are proposed to be converted into a unique Art & Museum Hub with a new access link to the Production Hall and artist studios.
In addition to recycling the existing Boiler
House chimney as part of the Energy Centre
we are again proposing to retain the majority
of original equipment and metal staircases and
bridges that service these.
By retaining and renovating the various examples of mechanical and electrical equipment in
the Art & Museum Hub, visiting exhibitions and
artists will have an unfamiliar but stimulating
arena to displays their works in.

Photo of existing equipment in the Grain House

Photo of existing equipment to be retained within the Grain House
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Photo of existing equipment to be retained within the Boiler House

Proposed Design

First Floor
KEY
Art & Museum Hub
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Roof-top Bar & Restaurant
After the original construction of the Shredded
Wheat factory, operations were expanded to
cope with demand for the cereal and the buildings enlarged. The silos will in part be demolished to return them to their original design.
A restaurant and bar will be located in the large
open plan space on top of the silos.
This space will be refurbished and will feature a
glazed curtain wall at the east end of the struc-

Second floor
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ture where the removal of part of the silos will
expose this elevation.
The access to this space is proposed via a staircase and elevator in two of the silos. These will
also serve as access to the various floors of the
Art Centre.

KEY
Art & Museum Hub
Restaurant and Bar

Proposed Design

Top of Silos

Photo of existing external rooftop space

Photo of existing internal rooftop space
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6.8. Blocks 4 and 5: The Garages
The Energy Centre
The proposed Energy Centre will meet the energy requirements of the majority of the site in
a sustainable manner.
Located in the heart of the scheme, off Goodman Square, the space will be glazed in order
to allow visitors to see the equipment and engage with the sustainable example the project
seeks to set.
In order to facilitate the requirement in spatial
terms of the energy centre we are proposing to
rebuild the garages in their original footprint
with direct reference to the original garage
doors in the elevation treatment.
The Energy Centre will recycle the former Boiler House chimney which is the tallest landmark
on the site and negates the introduction of a
new chimney to the scheme.

Visualisation of proposed Restaurant and Energy Centre

KEY
Bar/Restaurant
Energy Centre
Art & Museum Hub
Liverpool University Energy Centre
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Proposed Design

Ground floor

Proposed Energy Centre layout within new Garages
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Cafe & Restaurant on Goodman Square
The second part of the Garages are proposed
to be demolished and replaced within the
original footprint as a Restaurant, Cafe and bar
space.
The restaurant will benefit from a large roof
top terrace with south facing views both over
Goodman Square and as well as silos upon
which light installations and or outdoor cinema
could be projected at night.
The glazed area covering the courtyard space
between the Art Centre and restaurant and
cafe spaces could form part of a shared function space to host larger indoor events.

Proposed roof terrace above restaurant and energy centre
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Historic image of the former Shredded Wheat factory

Proposed Design

Ground & First floor
KEY:
Bar/Restaurant
Energy Centre
Art & Museum Hub
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6.9. Blocks 6 and 7: Courtyard Buildings

Two perimeter blocks, which enclose rectangular courtyards and generate a new public route
and access on the axis of the Production Hall
main entrance.
The outlines of the proposed mansion blocks
seek to retain and enhance the footprints established by the current Planning Consent.
Broadly this element of the scheme can be split
into two urban blocks bound by public routes.
Block 6 is bound by Bridge Road and by Broadwater Road to the north and east respectively,
while Block 7 is bound by Broadwater Road to
the east and Hydeway to the south. Block 6 is
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composed of 4 buildings. Block 7 is composed
of 6 buildings.
The entrance lobbies are prominently located
on the corners of the blocks to facilitate easy
wayfinding from public access routes.
The courtyards are accessible through gateways that open onto Hydeway and onto the
Louis de Soissons Gardens access road. The
gateways allow the courtyards to be used as
semi-private and secure play and leisure areas
for the residents. The courtyards are also accessible directly from within each building.

Proposed Design

Use, Layout, Access, and Circulation
Total gross
external area

45,329 m²

Number of storeys

3 to 9

Residential use:
Apartment type

Number

1 bedroom

344

2 bedrooms

173

3 bedrooms

31

Total

548

Non-residential uses:
Floor

Use

Ground

A1-A5 Retail

Total

GIA (m²)
491
491

Blocks 6 and 7 are taken up by residential accommodation, with the single exception of
a retail element on the Ground floor of the
south-western corner of Block 7.
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Façade concept
Blocks 6 and 7 mediate between two very different conditions: the former factory on the
west, and Broadwater Road on the east.
The former factory site is characterised by
large buildings with a strong industrial modernist character – monumental proportions,
planar façades, wide Crittal windows, and
simple, crisp details. Broadwater Road, on the
other hand, is characterised by its consistent
street design rather than by the different types
of buildings along its edges. The dual carriageway bordered by wide, planted pedestrian
paths, hedgerows and deeply setback buildings
evokes a suburban character and some of the
garden city design principles. Over time, multistorey office and apartment buildings were
built along Broadwater Road, but the consistent street profile has ensured that its character
is maintained.
The envelopes of buildings 6 and 7 were designed in response to context using a system
of façade types that ensures variety and consistency. The “loft” façade type is based on the
design of the former factory: the structural
frame is expressed and each structural bay is
clad with a curtain wall panel; the proportions
emphasise horizontal lines. The “boulevard”
type is based on a residential façade archetype
of tall windows laid on a façade grid with vertical emphasis. Two intermediate types were
designed as transitions between the two main
types. By means of a three-dimensional composition, the four façade types are arranged in
a transition from “loft” to “boulevard” around
the sides, as well as the heights, of the perimeter blocks.
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The Production Hall: industrial modernist design.

Loft
(facing former factory)

Broadwater Road: different types of
buildings, consistent street profile.

Boulevard
(facing Broadwater Road)

Proposed Design

Precedents

Hawkins Brown. White Post Lane. London. Ongoing.
Structural frame expressed and infilled with
curtain wall panels with horizontal emphasis.

Steven Holl Architects. Makuhari Bay New
Town. Chiba, Japan. Completed 1996. Squareshaped façade openings on a regular grid.

Baumschlager Eberle. Residential
building Ruggächern. Zurich, Switzerland.
Completed 2007. Tall windows laid on a
façade grid with vertical emphasis

Avenier Cornejo. ZAC Campus Grand Parc.
Paris, France. Ongoing. Wide window
panels with opaque elements.

Kollhoff Architekten. Piraeus apartment building.
Amsterdam, Netherlands. Completed 1994.
Planar façade with steel-framed windows.

Crepain Binst Architecture. Cederpark
housing. Hasselt, Belgium. Different brick
colours enliven the façade composition.
Far left: Interior view of one of the
Shredded Wheat Factory buildings.
Left: Contemporary loft apartment interior.
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Materials and Detailing
The two architectural characters – industrial
and residential – are the basis of the BWR SPD
design guidance:
The industrial character of the site should be
interpreted in the design of new development
creating a strong sense of local identity. This
can be achieved through the retention of relatively large blocks and simple, clean building
lines.
However, as a significant element of the site
will be residential, the overall effect must also
recognise the more domestic scale of the wider
area while continuing to reflect upon the industrial heritage of the site and the garden city
principles of layout and design.
In addition to fenestration, each façade type
will be defined by different details and colours. Brick – the predominant façade material
in Welwyn – will be used throughout for consistency, but different brick colours will be assigned to each façade type.
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6.10. Blocks 8 to 13

The South site is split into six urban blocks
which sit within the parameters established
and set by the Outline Planning Consent for
this part of the site.
Each block in turn is made up of a cluster of
three apartment buildings, in one instance four
on Hydeway, arranged around a raised podium.
The podium covers a ground floor car park and
serves as semi-private amenity for the residents living around it.
The blocks are aligned to the east and west
edges of the site, leaving space in the centre
for a landscaped corridor – the Weave – that
connects the southeast tip of the site and community beyond with Goodman Square.
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Use, Layout, Access, and Circulation

Number of storeys

61,190m²

4 to 8

Goodman Sq

uare
Hyde Way

Residential use:
Number

1 bedroom

239

2 bedrooms

340

3 bedrooms

64

Total

Block 8
Block 13

643

Car parking spaces (including undercroft parking in blocks 8 to 13 and on-street parking):
472.

Block 9

Broadwater

Block 12

The Weave

Apartment type

Road

Total gross
external area

Block 10
Block 11
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6.11. Daylight Section
East-West Section and Massing diagram
In Section the massing and architectural detail
has been developed to maximize daylight into
the primary public spaces within the Weave.
Broadwater Road

The Weav

The taller buildings ranging between 6 and 8
storeys in height form the urban edges to the
site on the eastern and western boundaries.

Site Boundary

Towards the centre of the site, and the park,
heights gradually reduce to 4 and 5 storeys.

WEST

The Weav
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Site Boundary

Proposed Design

EAST

ve

Site Boundary

ve

Broadwater Road
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6.12. Building Typologies Blocks 8 to 13

Traindown into
Each cluster of buildings is broken
Stati
several elements with varying heights andonfaçade designs.

Broa

Design Concept

Hyde
way

The heights vary from lowest along the Weave
to tallest on the outer edges. The lowest elements, facing the naturalistic landscape of the
Weave, feature a loose arrangement of windows and primarily external balconies.

Broadly speaking the material and fenestration
palette can be defined by three types:
• Type A: serves as a gateway building on
the primary corners and vehicular access
routes into the site. 7-8 storeys high.
• Type B: provides the courtyard elevations to
the elevated podium gardens. 5-6 storeys
high.
• Type C: Is the most informal of building
types which interacts with the Weave by
introducing external balconies and roof
terraces maximizing their aspect.

1740 10

50
100m
ColladoCollinsArchitects
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Similarly to blocks 6 and 7, the façade design
on the outer edges emphasises vertical lines
and expresses regularity, while also displaying
a variety of façade types within each block. The
proposed design seeks to provide consistency
in massing and architectural character along
Broadwater Road, with a frugal palette of different façade materials and details.

ad

As a counterpart, the windows, balconies, and
doors of the tallest elements are arranged in
regular grids, and their balconies are inset in
order to accentuate the outer corners of each
block.

KEY:
Type A
Type B
Type C

Peartree

Proposed Design

Building Types

Red brick: Charlbury red multi by TBS or similar

Light colour, rough texture: Wivenhoe blend by NR Taylor or similar
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6.13. Building Type A
Gateway building
The architecture of type A is the most prominent within the south site. The vertical expression is enhanced through the use of inset
balconies and regular grids offset it when compared to the other types.
Larger proportions of glazing and lighter brickwork have been introduced on the top two
floors in order to further distinguish this building from its neighbours.
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²

50 m²

50 m²

9C‐202
1B2P
50 m²

9C‐203
1B2P
75 m²

9C‐204
2B4P

77 m²

12A‐208
2B3P w

67 m²

12A‐206
2B3P

12A‐205
1B2P w
66 m²

65 m²

12A‐201
2B3P

12A‐207
2B3P
62 m²

50 m²

12A‐202
1B2P

75 m²

12C‐204
2B4P

64 m²

12C‐205
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6.14. Building Type B
Mansion Block
Building type B has a contrasting difference to
its vertical counterpart, with the use of a progressively looser arrangement of windows and
balconies to allow it to merge with the verticality of type A and the playfulness of type C. It
achieves this with a mix of external and Juliette
balconies, alongside the alterations within the
rigidity of its red type brick work synonymous
of mansion-type blocks elsewhere.
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The Pavilion
The smallest of the building types C, the Pavilion, is designed to be the most ornate of the
Building typologies in order to enhance its
direct relationship with the informal composition of the Weave.
The Pavilions benefit from direct access to the
Weave and overlook it with especially designed
protruding balconies.
At ground floor the rough texture of brick contrasted with larger glazed areas at upper level
grounds the building within the landscape.
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Materials and Detailing
Blocks 8 to 13 will feature brick-clad façades
with metal window frames and railings, and
simple details. The colour tones will range from
light to dark within a palette of earthy hues.
Lighter-toned bricks will accentuate the corner
elements on the outer edges and the lower
elements along the Weave. Darker, red bricks
will accord with the colour and texture of most
residential buildings in Welwyn.
Smooth brick textures on the outer edge elements will complement the regular fenestration and formal character. In contrast, roughtextured brick façades along the Weave will
combine with the landscape layout and planting to provide a parkland environment. External balconies overlooking the landscape will
feature a special railing design.

Light colour, rough texture: Wivenhoe
blend by NR Taylor or similar

Coated metal railings will be mounted on all
balconies and accessible roof terrace edges,
whereas foldable fall protection systems will
be installed on the upper roof levels, where
only maintenance access will be allowed.
Generously glazed entrance lobbies will be located along the Weave, providing further security and markers for orientation.

Red brick: Charlbury red multi by TBS or similar
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Precedents: Materials and detailing of typical Welwyn residential buildings.

Proposed Design

Typical architectural details of blocks 8 to 13.
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Delivery

7.1. Proposed Phasing
Phasing Plan
The proposed redevelopment of both the
North and South site at Broadwater Road is
proposed to be delivered in three Phases.
Phase 1:
Seeks to provide the beating heart to the
scheme as well as a mix of Affordable and
Market residential by means of introducing
the following core elements to the North &
South site
•
Upgraded and refurbished Pedestrian
bridge with a new public stair & lift to
provide DDA compliant access to the
station and the town centre of Welwyn
Garden City.
•

•

The public realm and Highway designs
for Goodman Square and Hyde Way
effectively providing a new front door to
the eastern parts of the city and a key
pedestrian route.
Block 1; The Louis de Soissons Civic
Building where the ambition is to open
this in time for the WGC Centenary. This
will provide Healthcare, Community,
Office and cafe restaurant space.

•

Block 2A&B; 114 Residential units and
associated parking

•

Block 4; Renovated former Production
hall with Nursery, Leisure, office and
Conference facilities.

•

Block 5; Renovated former Grain, Boiler
House, Silos and Garages to host the Art
& Museum Hub, Energy Centre, Cafe and
restaurant spaces.

•

Block 6E; 28 Residential units and
associated parking.

•

Block 8; 131 Residential units and
associated podium amenity and parking

•

Block 11; 101 Residential and Assisted
Living units and associated podium
amenity and parking
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Phase 2:
Provides the central spine to the South site
in form of the Weave naturalistic park. Four
more residential and assisted living blocks
are provided as part of the second Phase of
works.
•
Eco Habitat as buffer to Block 3 to the
railway and Bridge Road
•

Block 2C; 35 Residential units and
associated podium amenity and parking

•

Phase 3:
Seeks to provide the beating heart to the site
as well as a mix of Affordable and Market
residential by means of introducing the
following core elements to the North & South
site
•
Mews vehicular and pedestrian link
on axis of the original Production hall
entrance.
•

Block 3; 114 Residential units and
associated podium amenity and parking

Block 6; 239 Residential units and
associated parking

•

•

The Weave central spine park to the
South site

Block 7; 281 Residential units and
associated parking

•

•

Block 10; 107 Residential units and
associated podium amenity and parking

Block 9; 105 Residential units and
associated podium amenity and parking

•

Block 12; 101 Residential units and
associated podium amenity and parking

•

Block 13; 98 Residential units and
associated podium amenity and parking
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8.1. Area Schedules

8.2. Living Well Centre Brief

8.3. Frameless Art Hub Vision
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